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CHAPTER I
IN TR O D U C TIO N
More than 30 newspapers reflecting diverse politics, nationalities, labor 
groups and special interests were published in Butte, M ontapa, between 1890 and 
1935. Most fa iled  financia lly  without accomplishing their goals*
The mining camp attracted representatives of many nationalities and 
ethnic groups, and life  there generated other interest groups* Many turned to the 
press for a spokesman*
Dozens of Montana weeklies were established, many in towns that no 
longer exist.
Transplanted Easterners on isolated Montana homesteads wanted reading 
m aterial, and adventuresome journalists with a pocketful o f type were among the 
pioneers. Local weeklies chronicled the a rea ’s events and reprinted the classics* 
Legal advertising brought a profit to the newspapers. As each homesteader "proved 
up" on his land, he was required to advertise in the local newspaper* As long as 
there were homesteads and good times, the newspapers and communities flourished; 
however, drought from 1917 through the early 1920s forced the farmers from insuffi­
cient 320-acre tracts. People, towns and newspapers disappeared.
In Butte, where mining supported the economy and mining magnates wanted 
politica l voices, newspapers succeeded as part of industrial complexes* Besides the 
mines, industrialists owned smelters, lumber, land, banks, mercantiles, wire mills 
and city u tilit ie s .
1
2
W illiam  Andrews C la rk , Marcus Daly and Fc Augustus Heinze understood 
the power of the press and established newspapers to help achieve their industrial 
and politica l ambitions. During the C la rk -D a ly  po litical struggles, each acquired 
newspapers throughout the state. Many country editors realized more profit by 
selling to one of the copper kings than by sticking to their trade. Consequently, 
most Montana county seats had their C lark and D aly papers.
When Daly died, Heinze was forced to sell his mining interests to the 
Anaconda Company. C lark retired, selling a major portion of his holdings to the 
Company, and many state newspapers eventually fell under one-industry ownership. 
Included were nine of the state's major da ilies . Until late 1928, the Associated 
Press was the only wire service in Montana, and its A naconda-affilia ted  members 
were able to control much of the news that left the state.
Several newspapers protested Anaconda control of the press, but a ll were 
short-lived in a battle against newspapers backed by Standard O il c ap ita l.
In 1928, W illiam  Andrews Clark J r . ,  son o f the copper king, revived the 
struggle with the "copper press." He claimed he would spend a ll the money neces­
sary to restore a free press in M ontana. With daily  newspapers in Missoula, Butte, 
and Billings, C lark staged a valiant effort to accomplish his goals.
Although his intentions apparently were sincere, his dedication waned as 
it had in many other ventures. His desire to free the state from a controlled press 
weakened under his enormous monetary loss.
Time has obscured Clark's bold efforts. Two complete files o f the 
Missoula D aily  Northwest rem ain--one at the Missoula, Montana Missoulian and one
3
at the Montana Historical Society Library, H elena. One complete file  of the 
Montana Free Press of Butte— now also on m icrofilm — is in the state lib rary . A 
few copies of the Free Press are in the W illiam  Andrews C lark Memorial Library at 
the University o f C alifornia at Los Angeles—and the G reat Falls Public Library.
No copies o f the Billings Free Press have been found. The editor, Archie C la rk , 
kept no copies or clippings. It was not published long enough to be recorded in 
Gregory's Union List of Newspapers.
M any former employes of the C lark papers have died, but others, 
scattered throughout the country, remember w ell the year when the Anaconda papers 
had competition in Butte, Missoula and Billings.
This thesis records the events and circumstances of W illiam  Andrews 
Clark Jr.'s  editorial battle with the "copper press."
CHAPTER II
THE M O N T A N A  COPPER K IN G S  ACQUIRE A PRESS
By the m id-1870s, only a decade after Montana Territory was established
during a gold boom, the region’s placer deposits dwindled and prosperous mining
1
camps became ghost towns. The territory appeared to be languishing, but ore 
veins goaded metallurgists to dig further., Development of hard-rock mining thrust
Montana fro m a gold rush to a silver and copper boom, and it became one o f the
. . .  2
nation s most opulent mini ng areas.
Men with engineering knowledge and capital to invest in mining became 
m illionaires as Montana was reborn econom ically. From the silver era through the 
subsequent copper development in Butte, W illiam  Andrews C lark  and Marcus Daly  
vied for power and w ealth .
C la rk , who had arrived in Butte first, was ab le , shrewd and industrious. 
He had begun as a gold miner and mule skinner in Montana in 1863, and he emerged 
as a m illionaire through investments in the mercantile business, mining and banking.
 ̂ James M cC le llan  Ham ilton, From Wilderness to Statehoods A History 
of Monta na (Portland, Ore .; Binfords & M ort, 1957), pp. 2 64 -2 6 5 .
2 Newton Carl Abbott, Montana in the Making (Billings, M ont.s  
The G azette  Printing C o .,  1954), p . 475 .
o
°H am ilton , op. c i t . ,  pp. 2 70 -2 7 1 .
4
He amassed a fortune by 1890 but had further ambitions for personal prestige and 
power through po litics .^
W alker Brothers, a Salt Lake C ity  firm that operated mines in Utah, 
received a shipment of rich silver ore from Butte and in 1876 sent Irish-born 
Ma reus D aly, a practical miner, to examine the area and establish a c la im « Daly, 
who expertly managed the W alker Brothers' Butte interests, bought the Anaconda 
mine for himself in 1881. By selling a three-quarter interest to George Hearst, 
James B. Haggin and Lloyd Tevis of C a lifo rn ia , he obtained enough capital to
5
begin establishing an empire in M ontana»
In 1889 F . Augustus H einze, 20, a graduate of the Columbia School of 
Mines, arrived in Butte and was hired as an underground surveyor by the Boston 
and Montano Consolidated Copper and Silver M ining Company founded by A lbert 
So B igelow of Boston„ Heinze rapidly learned where Butte's mineral deposits lay 
and bought small mining properties until he soon was competing with the older 
Clark and Daly
There were other Montana mining barons, but C la rk , Daly and Heinze  
engaged in an extended struggle for economic and po litica l control of Butte and
-  = ,
A bbott, op. c it„ , p 0 410o
5
Ham ilton, op . c i t . ,  pp. 2 68 -2 7 1 .
^Sarah M c N e lis , Copper King at War; the Biography of F . Augustus 
Heinze (Missoula.; University of Montana Press, 1968), pp. 1 1 -22 .
7
Montana— a struggle historians call "the war of the copper kings."
Extensive copper development at Butte began with the arriva l of r a i l ­
roads. C lark had been the first to ship copper ore from Montana— by wagon to
g
Corrine, Utah, for shipment to N ew  Jersey and Colorado for smelting.
The Utah Northern Railroad reached Butte in 1881, the year after Daly  
began mining copper. In 1883 the Northern Pacific line reached Butte and add i­
tional copper deposits were found in the Anaconda m ine. This was the beginning 
9
o f the copper e ra .
The battle for individual mining wealth and power involved the politics,
economics and journalism of the territo ry . Newspapers were acquired and used
10
com petitively for individual ga in .
The press in M ontana had grown with the territory, reflecting its p o litic a l, 
social and economic development. It paralleled the life  o f its t im e .^  The
C . B. Glasscock, The War of the Copper Kings (N ew  York: Bobbs- 
M errill C o . ,  1935), 314 pp. The book is considered one of the most authoritative  
on the subject.
o
Abbott, op. c i t . ,  p . 484 .
9
Writers Program, Montana, Copper Camp (N ew  York: Hastings House, 
1943), p. 287.
^ R ic h a rd  T . Ruetten, "Anaconda Journalism: the End of An E ra ,1 
Journalism Q u arterly , X X X V II (W inter, I9 6 0 ), p . 5 .
R o b e r t  L. Housman, "Early Montana Territorial Journalism As a 
Reflection o f the American Frontier in the N ew  N orth w est,11 (unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, University of Missouri, 1934), pp. 151-152 .
pioneer period of journalism ended when it became apparent that future wealth in
Montana would be acquired "not by the prospecting and panning of single in d iv i-
12
duals, but by the combined efforts of men and m achinery."
The Democratic Territorial Convention had nominated C lark in 1888 as 
territorial delegate to Congress, but his mining r iv a l, D a ly , was instrumental in
Clark's defeat by 5 ,0 0 0  votes. The loss spurred a bitter power struggle that
13within a few years enveloped the new state of M ontana.
Daly wanted to remain in the background but opposed the election of any 
man not beholden to h im .^
The copper magnates fu lly  realized the power of the press in forming
. . ■ . 15public opinion, and newspapers became desirable weapons.
C lark bought the Butte M in er, the city's first newspaper. The M in er,
16
established in 1876 by H . T . Brown, James H . M ills  and Harry Kessler, "was
17
converted . . . into a sharp weapon for constant, bitter attacks against D a ly ."
^  Ib id ., p . 194.
13
Forrest Leroy Foor, "The Senatorial Aspirations of W illiam  Andrews 
C lark 1898-1901" (unpublished doctoraI dissertation, University of C a lifo rn ia , 
June 13, 1941), p . 8 .
14
Glasscock, op. c i t . ,  p . 117.
^  John M . S ch iltz , "Montana's Captive Press," Montana Opinion,
I (June, 1956), p . 3 .
^ H a m ilto n , op. c i t . ,  p. 296 .
Writers Program, op. c i t . ,  p. 286.
In the fa ll of 1888, after Clark's politica l defeat, Daly hired John H .
Durston of the Syracuse ( N . Y . )  Standard to establish the Anaconda Standard to
18
compete with C lark's M in e r. The Standard, ch iefly  a Butte publication, was
published in Anaconda because an Associated Press franchise was not ava ilab le  in 
19
Butte.
H einze, soon after arriving in Butte, founded the R eve ille , "a w ild and
wooly propaganda newspaper . . . which was a po litica l asset but an economic 
20
l ia b il i ty ."  He imported writers, artists and cartoonists at high salaries and sold
21
papers to the newsboys for less than the three other major papers charged.
Among the earliest examples of statewide crusades by Daly and C lark
were the editorial fights in 1892 and 1894 over location of the state c a p ita l. Daly
22
favored his own kingdom of Anaconda; C lark  chose Helena. C lark  had been
w illin g  to support Anaconda if Daly would not interfere in the next senatorial
23
campaign, but Daly did not ob lige .
18 Ibid.
19
H . M inar Shoebotham, Anaconda (Harrisburg, Pa.s Stackpole C o .) ,  
1956, p. 106. C lark's M iner held the only AP franchise.
^ G la s s c o c k , op. c i t . ,  p , 242 .
21
Writers Program, op. c i t . ,  p . 4 3 .
22 G reat Falls Tribune, "Transportation and Communications Section ,"  
N o v . 11, 1959, p . 11.
2 2 . .
J W illiam  D . Mangam, The Clarks, An American Phenomenon (N ew  
York: S ilver Bow Press, 1941), p . 6 2 . Mangam was a business associate of the 
Clark fam ily for about 30 years.
The Miner and the Standard were the principal vehicles for the battles,
but both C lark and Daly spread their money and influence further. C lark held an
interest in the Helena Independent, which helped his cause; Daly bought the G reat
24
Fafls Tribune to gain support in central Montana for Anaconda.
" Editorial license was unconfined and u n re fin ed .” The C lark  and Daly
papers “called  one another, C la rk , D aly, Helena, and Anaconda everything they
25
could lay their ink to , u tterly  regardless of truth, decency or good mannerso"
The height of newspaper purchases came at the end of the 1890s during
Clark's most intensive bid for election to the U .S . Senate. His earlier failure
26
made him try harder, and he spent $100 ,000  to help satisfy his am bition.
Probably second only to the men he bought for support was Clark's use 
27
of the press in his b a ttle . C lark bought the Helena Independent and the G reat
29
Falls Tribune, which Daly had sold soon after the capital fig h t.
The opposition purchased, enlarged, improved and established newspapers
^ G reat Falls Tribune, N o v . 11, 1959.
25
Glasscock, op. c i t . ,  pp. 115-116 .
^ F o o r ,  op. c i t . ,  p . 4 2 .
^  Ib id ., p . 8 4 .
op
Florence H . Sanden, “Consolidation of Montana Newspapers— Their 
Tendency Toward Standardization and Present O w nership," (unpublished master's 
thesis, Columbia University, 1930), p. 15.
^  Great Falls Tribune, N o v . 11, 1959.
10
30 31
in an attempt to defeat Clark,, Daly bought the G reat Falls Leader and
. 3 2
gained control of the Bozeman Chronicle and Livingston Enterprise.
C lark  fin a lly  won election to the U .S . Senate and began his term
33
March 4 , 1901.
Daly's death N o v . 12, 1900, ended the major power struggle between 
34the C lark and Daly factions. Shortly before his death, however, D aly had
consolidated his Montana interests with the Standard O il Company and the Boston
interests in Butte to form the Amalgamated Copper M ining Company, a move
35
designed to protect himself and his w ealth .
Heinze took up the challenge fighting Standard O il and out-o f-state
control o f Montana mining. The battle began In the Reveille and extended to the
courts,, C lark would not support him, and Amalgamated supporters fin a lly  forced
36
Heinze to sell to the Company.
In 1910, the aging Senator C lark relinquished his major holdings in 
Butte to the Amalgamated Copper M ining Company, which became the Anaconda
on
°  A .A .  Bowen and C o .,  Progressive Men of the State of Montana 
(Chicago, by the authors, n .d . ) ,  p . 1108.
G reat Pails Tribune, N o v . 11, 1959.
^ F o o r ,  op. c i t . ,  p . 9 1 .
3 3 Abbott, op . c i t . ,  pp. 412, 554 .
^ G la s s c o c k , op. c i t . ,  p . 200 .
35 Ib id ., p p .  2 09 -2 1 1 .
q z
°°W rite rs  Program, op. c i t . ,  p . 292 .
37
Copper M ining Company, the firm's name until A p ril, 1955, when it was shor-
38
tened to The Anaconda Company.
C lark retained the M iner, but it lost much of its fervor following Daly's
death. "Daly was dead and Daly had been his /C larkes,/ enemy, not Amalgamed
39
or the Standard O il people who controlled it ."
As mining, real estate and utilities in Montana came under control of
the Anaconda Copper M ining Company, so did the press. The Company acquired
and published the Anaconda Standard, Billings G a ze tte , Montana Standard of
Butte, Butte Post, The Helena Independent, Montana Record-Herald of Helena,
. 4 0
Livingston Enterprise, Daily Missoulian and Missoula S entine l. The Company
had the major voice in the state's newspapers. The way was clear for a captive 
41
press.
Small weeklies were founded specifically to attack and oppose the 
Company press. "Colorful, often irresponsible and generally shortlived, these
37 ibid.
O Q
The Anaconda Company, This Is Anaconda (N ew  Yorks The 
Anaconda Company, 1960).
39
S chiltz , op. c i t . ,  p . 5 .
^ R u e tte n , op. c i t . ,  p . 5 . The Fairmont C o rp ., a holding company
was formed by the A C M  in 1930 to operate its newspapers. The Delaware corpor­
ation issued 15,190  shares of capital stock, a ll to the A C M . Fairmont appeared
in the papers' mastheads. In the 1950s Fairmont failed in an attempt to obtain 
KFBB radio in G reat Falls, the only major Montana c ity  without an Anaconda news 
medium. See S ch iltz , p . 5 .
^  Oswald Garrison V illa rd , "Montana and the Company," The Nation  
C X X X I (July 9 , 1930), p . 39. _ _
42
sheets provided an outlet for frustrated liberals and po litic ians ."
W illiam  Andrews Clark J r . ,  who had skirmished with the A C M  through 
The Butte M iner, which he controlled after his father's death in 1925, began 
vigorous attacks on the Company in the wake of the pending sale of the Clark
43estate . Friends urged him to establish newspapers to compete with the Company.
In M ay, 1928, he purchased the weekly N ew  Northwest in Missoula
and converted it to the afternoon D aily  Northwest, competing with the Missoula
44 
Sentinel.
Through the M iner and the Northwest, C lark demanded that the
Company "retire from politics, abandon its costly chain of newspapers and attend
45
strictly to its own business
The sale of the C lark  estate in August, 1928, placed the last of the 
major holdings of Montana's copper kings under A C M  contro l. The Butte Miner
was sold with a ll o f Senator Clark's Butte mining, real estate, banking, lumber
. . . . . .  46and utilities interests.
Montana's economic wealth apart from agriculture was under one contro l. 
The battle o f the copper kings for supremacy in Montana had been won by the com­
pany that had emerged from Marcus Daly's mining interests.
42 r.Ruetten, op. c i t . ,  p . 8 .
4 ^ Letter from M . Jean Jordan, former sports editor of The Butte M iner 
and Montana Free Press, April 24, 1962.
44 Daily Northwest (Missoula), M ay 19, 1928.
4^Ruetten, loc. c it .
46
D aily  Northwest, Aug. 22, 1928.
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Figure 1. W illiam  Andrews C lark Jr. 
1877-1934  
Montana Historical Society Photo
CHAPTER ill
W ILLIAM  ANDREWS CLARK JR.
Despite the questionable po litica l practices he followed in Montana, 
Sen. W illiam  Andrews Clark commanded respect because he had achieved his 
wealth and power through personal ambition and enterprise.
The senator personally directed his economic interests in Butte and 
visited with the workers. Former Butte M iner newsmen remember him visiting the 
newspaper often, "being intimate with many and friendly to a ll employes until his 
death in 1925
But neither Butte nor Montana respected the son, W illiam  Andrews 
C lark Jr. The senator had made the fortune and his sons spent it free ly . When 
they were in Montana, young C lark and his brother, Charles Walker C la rk , were 
counted among Butte's playboys. "Senator W . A . C lark's sons 'W il l ie 1 and 
'C h a r lie , ' as they were known to the camp /B u t te / ,  were artists in the c ircu la ­
tion of money. 'Drinks for the house* was the rule whenever they entered a saloon 
2
or sporting house."
W . A .  C lark Jr. "spent well the fru it of his father's labor in the rough 
environment of frontier M ontana, but he spent it as a dilettante in settings of
 ̂ Jordan, op. c it .
2 Writers Program, op . c it .  , pp. 2 58 -2 5 9 .
14
15
luxury that could be found only in the capitals of the w orld„ The copper mines of
Montana were far away, and the contemporary opinions of the elder C lark never
3
applied to the younger."
4Young C la rk , born in Deer Lodge March 29, 1877, spent lit t le  o f his
childhood in M ontana. He lived much o f his early life  in France with his mother, 
5
brother and sisters.
He learned to speak French before he learned English, and he attended
6
schools in N ew  York and Los Angeles.
O f the four children who survived, C lark was the most like his father in
appearance and personality. He possessed the same "cool, calculating and cun-
7
ning shrewdness of his fa ther."
C lark  was considered one of the brightest students in the University of 
V irg in ia  law school from which he was graduated in 1899. He was admitted to 
the Montana bar in 1900 and began practice with Jesse B. Roote in Butte the same 
year. "Viewed in retrospect, it may now be stated that this period— his student 
days at V irg in ia  and his first year or so of practice o f law in M ontana— marks the
_ -  ^ ~7“
James High, "W illiam  Andrews C lark , An Interpretive V ig n e tte ,"
Arizona and the West, II (Autumn, 1960), pp. 2 4 5 -2 4 6 .
^ Montana Standard (Butte), June 15, 1934.
5 Mangam, op. c i t . ,  p . 184 =
^C aro line  Estes Smith, The Philharmonic Orchestra o f Los Angeles;
The First Decade 1919-1929 (Los Angeless United Printing C o . ,  1930), p . 39 .
^M angam , op. c i t . ,  p . 188.
16
longest sustained effort that was made by W .A .  C lark  J r. during his entire life
8
toward a serious or worthwhile o b je c tiv e ."
Much o f the time C lark lived in Butte he drank and gambled late into 
the n ight. But during his courtship o f Mabel Duffield Foster and his short marriage
to her, C lark  "practica lly  ceased gambling and carousing." He was wed in June,
. , ^ 9
1909. M rs. C la rk  died following the birth o f a son, W illiam  Andrews C lark  H I, 
10
D ec. 1, 1902.
11
W hile a lawyer in Butte, C lark served as a legal adviser to his father.
During the five  or six years in which C lark practiced law  in Butte, he
invested in several businesses, including a coal and fuel company, a plate-glass
firm , a music house, a jew elry company and floral shop. He built and operated
a business block and dwellings in Butte but abandoned them because they required 
12
atten tio n .
Throughout his life  C lark  gave up projects he began because he easily
13lost "ambition and enthusiasm once he would attain  something new ."
8 Ib id ., p . 190.
^ Ib id ., p. 191 .
^ Ib id . ,  p . 192.
1 ]C . P. C onnally , "The Fight for the M innie H e a ly ," M cC lu re8s 
X X IX  (July, 1907), p . 322. ~  “ “
12Mangam, op . c i t . ,  pp. 194-195 .
1 3°  Letter from Betty Burgess Magner, whose father, Richard W . 
Burgess, was a secretary to C lark in C a lifo rn ia , A pril 23 , 1964.
17
His career as an industrialist centered on the Elm O rlu  M ining Company
and the Timber Butte M illin g  Company in Butte. C lark's father offered him equal
partnership in the development and operation of the companies. The senator was
president, C lark vice president, and W .D . Mangam secretary-treasurer of the
Elm O r lu . Young C lark was president and the senator vice president of the 
14
Timber Butte firm .
C lark became president of the Elm O rlu in 1909, about the time his
15
father was planning to sell a major part of his Butte holdings. Both the Elm
Orlu and Timber Butte interests remained under Clark family control until the
estate sale in 1 9 2 8 .^  In 1923 C lark  was elected to the board of United Verde
Copper M ining Company in A rizona . He later became vice president. He,
Charles and the Senator were on the executive committee to maintain direct
charge of the property.^
By 1 907 Clark had married A lice  McManus M edin , former wife o f a
Butte businessman, and had moved to Los Angeles, though Butte remained his legal 
18
residence. He spent much time in France and returned to Montana for a short 
time in the summers.
^4 Mangam, op. c i t . ,  pp. 195-196.
^  Ib id .
^  Daily Northwest, Aug. 22, 1928.
^ M a n g a m , op. c i t . ,  pp. 1961197.
18 Ib id w p . 197.
^ U n iv e rs ity  of Montana Clipping F ile , "W illiam  Andrews C lark Jr." , 
unidentified newspaper clippings.
18
C lark collected art objects and retained an interest in music and lite ra ­
ture throughout his l i fe . He was an admirer of playwright Oscar W ilde and wrote 
an introduction for a privately published volume, Some Letters from Oscar W ilde
to A lfred Douglas 1892 -1897 . "W ilde became to him an ideal and model o f 
20
behavior,"
In 1919 C lark sponsored the organization of the new Los Angeles 
21Philharmonic Orchestra. The announcement of the orchestra's revival and gifts
to other public institutions established C lark as a philanthropist, although he was
not especially interested in the public w elfare . His contributions generally were
22
meant to conceal his questionable personal ac tiv ities .
C lark  bought land adjacent to his home at 2205 West Adams Street in Los
Angeles until he owned a c ity  b lock. He constructed Italian sunken gardens, an
23
observatory and a library . Later he donated the entire property to the Los
Angeles branch of the University of Cal ifornia . The deed to the property, including
the library designated as a memorial to Sen. W illiam  A .  C lark , was transferred to
24
the University in June, 1926. The property came under university control
2 ®High, op. c i t . ,  p . 264 .
T 1
Smith, op. c it .  An earlier Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra had 
folded two years earlie r.
22
Mangam, o p . c i t . ,  pp. 198-199.
23
Ib id ., pp. 197-198 .
24 Ib id . p . 209 .
19
on C lark's death in 1934. A t that time the library contained about 18 ,000  books
j  • 25and manuscripts.
C lark  donated the property to the university after several friends had
been arrested for lewd behavior and the residence of one of his closest friends had
been ordered closed because of complaints of w ild orgies. C lark took action to
prevent closure of his residence for similar reasons.
C lark donated $350 ,000  for construction o f a law  building a t the
University of V irg in ia in memory of his first w ife . He gave an additional
$50 ,000  for murals depicting the history of law to be painted by N ew  York artist
A llyn  C ox. Clark Hall was completed in 1932 and, although enlarged several
27
times since, remains the core of the university's law school complex.
In 1927 he provided $200 ,000  for a library in memory of his second
28
wife at the University of N evada, Reno. A lic e  McManus Medin C lark was a
native of V irg in ia  C ity , N evada, and had established a $250 scholarship at the
29
school . C lark also arranged to continue the scholarship.
2 c
^University of Cal ifo rn ia , W illiam  Andrews C lark Memorial Library,
lea fle t.
26 Mangam, op . c i t . ,  pp. 207-209
22"Montana Philanthropist Gives Building in Memory of W ife ,"  
V irg in ia  Law W eekly X X II  (Feb. 12, 1970), p . 4 .
2 ^ Reno (N e v .)  Evening G a ze tte , O c t . 21, 1927.
29 Letter from Edward A . O lsen, director of information, University of 
N evada, Reno, April 2 , 1970.
20
C lark suggested the wording for a bronze memorial tablet for the
library;
Dedicated to the purposes of the University of N evada, and devoted 
to the diffusion o f learning, this library building was erected by'W illiam  
Andrews C lark Junior of Butte, Montana as a tribute to the beloved memory 
o f his w ife , A lic e  McManus C lark o f V irg in ia  C ity , Nevada .
M C M X X V II 30
31
The library, dedicated October 21, 1927, is now the Clark
32
Administration Building and houses University o f Nevada administrative offices*
When his father died in 1925, C lark was put in charge of the family
holdings in M ontana, including the Butte M in e r . It again took on tones of con-
33
troversy with the Anaconda Copper M in ing  Company and its newspapers.
In M ay, 1928, C lark  began publication of his own newspaper in 
34
Missouia, the D aily  Northwest. W ith the sale of the M in e r, he established
35the Montana Free Press in Butte in September, 1928. The following March he
36
established the Billings Free Press.
33 Letter from W . A .  C lark  Jr. to former University of Nevada Presi­
dent W alter E .-C la rk , M ay 31, 1927.
3 ^Reno Evening G aze tte , O c t . 21, 1927.
3^ Olsen, op. c it .
33 Interview with Jack Ryan, a reporter for the Montana Standard 
when Clark's campaign against the A C M  began March 18, 1964.
34 Daily Northwest, M ay 19, 1928.
3^ Montana Free Press, Sept. 17, 1928.
3^ Daily Northwest, March 7 ,  1929.
21
The papers, which took a strong anti-Com pany stand, were "the only
37
real threat to Company control of the Montana press after 1900." Besides 
daily  naming the newspapers owned outright by the Company, C lark often sugges­
ted A C M  influence over the G reat Falls Tribune and G reat Falls Leader because 
of their proximity to the smelter and their Democratic party stands.
C lark's actual reasons for establishing the papers never has been under- 
stood c lea rly . Many persons believed the idea was merely another whim of 
C lark 's .
Editorial comment praising Clark was written by C la rk , himself, in
front-page open letters which proclaimed the salvation of Montana from the
Anaconda Copper Mining Company.
Clark's personality was a strike against him in the newspaper venture in
M ontana. He quickly lost interest in the papers, and Montanans did not
respect him. On the floor o f the Montana Legislature, Sen. M . M . Duncan of
Madison County critic ized  the Montana Record-Herald of Helena and Montana
Standard of Butte for misquoting him . He said the only accurate story appeared in
the Montana Free Press, but he would continue to subscribe to the Standard because
38it was against "W illie  C la rk ."
C lark sold his papers to the A C M  in M ay , 1929. The only notice to the 
staff of each newspaper was a statement on the final day of publication announcing
3^ V illa rd , op. c i t . ,  p .  4 0 .
^  Daily Northwest, March 7 , 1929.
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that would be the last issue. "There were other things in life  for /C la r jz /  than 
running a newspaper— residence in Paris for in s ta n c e ."^
C lark returned to Montana for a few weeks in the summers. He suffered 
a heart a ttack and died at his summer home, M ow itza Lodge, near Salmon Lake,
41
northeast of Missoula, June 14, 1934, a day after arriving for his summer re treat.
industry.
It was rumored C lark was in Montana also to invest in the coal
42
The string section of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra played at
43
the funeral services for C lark a t S t. John's Episcopal Church in Los Angeles.
44C lark  le ft none of his estate to his fam ily or Montana associates.
45
His son had been k illed  in a plane crash in M a y , 1932; his brother, Charles,
46 . . .  47
had died in 1933, and he had disassociated himself from his sisters.
^ V i l l a r d ,  op. c i t . ,  p . 41 .
40 ibid
41 U M  Library, op. c it .
42 ■Montana Standard, J un e 15, 1934
^ U M  Library, op. c it .
44 Mangam, op. c i t . ,  p . 207
^ Montana Standard, May 17, 1932 
46 G reat Falls Tribune Library Clipping F ile , unidentified clippings, 
^ M a n g a m , op . c i t . ,  p . 207 .
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His estate went to friends in C alifo rn ia , particu larly  to a minor, George
48 49
John Pal e , whonr he +rad -intended to adopt whi le in Mrontana in 19340
-A 23 -page reportdescribed the $9, 367, 747 .92  C lark estate as settled
in i 935 . Subtracted from the estate were $ 3 ,2 5 5 *4 2 6 .2 4  in elaim s, including
$ 123,000 executor's compensation, $305,000  attorney's -fees in G alifo rm a,
50
M ontana, Canada and France, and $50 ,000  administrator's expenses.
48
Montana Standard, A ug. 20 , 1935.
49 Mangam, op. c it .  p . 226 . George John Pale was the son of 
Martha Pale, a domestic at C lark's C aliforn ia  residence. Both accompanied 
C lark to Montana in 1934.
Mon tana Standard, A u g . 20 , 1935.
24
Figure 2 . The D aily  N o rthwest Building Today
The former home of the Doily Northwest on North Higgins Avenue, Missoula, now 
houses Clausen's appliance store.
(Photo by Barbara M itta l)
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S20J00 IN PRIZES!
See Pages 6 and 7 for Northwest’s Record-Breaking Offer
MONTANA — Mostly fair 
tonight and Saturday; not 
much change in temperature. 
IDAHO—Fair lenighl sat Sanriay,
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER Ht$torlci» Society of Moniatu ONLY DAILY IN  MONTANA WITH FI LL UNITED PRESS REPORT
VOL. XIV. NO. MISSOULA, MONTANA. SATURDAY MAY 19, 1928 EVERY AFTERNOON EXCEPT SUNDAY
MLUON-DOLLAR COUNTRY-WIDE “LOBBY” UNEARTHED
SECRET FILES 
BARE SCHEME 
OF AMAZING  
PROPORTIONS
Federal Trade Com­
mission Probe Finds 
Legislation Control 
Program
Coolidge Believes M at­
ters Disclosed Up to 
States and Not Fed­
eral to Handle
s c*r:n. owtn
BILL’S ASHES 
COMING BACK
Half Win be Sent to U. 
and Other Portion 
Buried In Rn«ia
By EUGENE LYONS 
•a Prcaa Staff C a w f
MOSCOW, May 10.—"Big
The "uncrowned king of 
t. W. W." died here Fridty 
mUr plane wen mode for 
natiAr-of hie body. One-hall
AND JEWELRY 
THE PLUNDER 
AT LOUSVILLE
Fifteen Men a t Card 
Game, Visitors to 
Attend Derbys, V ic­
tims o f Bandits
UaHedVrael—Tewr tendUa’bcM
? St>8eeA*^Hhatel
right and eecaped wtth BMN la
nek and >*wirirr. paHee twvealed
"ntlMn am nr  t in  te attend
AN OUTPOST IN  NICARAGUA’S HILLS Main Award $5,000 Cold Cash
or Choice of Home or Ranch; 
LaSalle Sedan Second Prize
$8,000 FIRE RAZES BARN
Fire raz«d the barn of Ernest Richley. rancher of Gnat 
Creek, six miles west of Missoula (his afternoon. Hie loss 
in estimated at $8,000. The loss is partially covered by in* 
sorance, Mr. Richley swid. The barn had accommodations 
for 72 head of cattle, ali of which were out on pasture when!. '•«“ « “* «■«»*<. . . . . . .  have been made for
EachMember ofNorthwest’s 
10,000 Club to Be Re­
warded for Work
After carefui consideration of the r
Norma Shearer’s Ma 
Tangies With Law
HOLLYWOOD. C*l.. May 19.— 
United Pmm)—BecnuN of a ml*- 
rite In her vfcHor'i pemit. kin. 
dlth ShMnr. mother of Norma 
hearer, the film itar. must re> 
tm to Montreal. Canada, within 
thirty days, tnunlgratleo officials
Mr*. Shearer. r
Vital Statistics
Allport—To Mr. 1
m Pasley-Lnndhe — Mrs. Margaret 
“—*— Landrt* died at the family 
737 South Pint street west.
to do with the blaze.
th the Nicaraguan hills, 
mending officer. He is i 
Bequiera, the tall men 
photo. Colindres and i 
together ia the St. Alt 
Bold, full of trenchcj 
Csrlwton Beale, an Am.
suggestion* that
ut ,rhc Daily
  u&'im. in I * ,arn uraa tolmliv Ac \ **W‘ ' ' 'WvM t0 ’ wo *|,e to announced the launch-
.u7.vcd. t V h ™ ;  sUrti^i - t  The nor* hwesl^Srner o? the] * *  *  our “10,000 CLUB” with $20,000 in award* of honor 
structure, was not discovered antil It had grown too big to for the members of the club who wili help us in the drijve. 
handle. Flames spread to the pig pens, and several little pigs A $5,000 cash award, or the choice of a $5,000 home or 
were killed. Several of the larger animat were badiy \ f*rm is the first grand award.
“ “MrRlchtey ‘J u ' S T S ^ h ^ w h V w  X . t o ' iu r t .A  j »“ ™ LASAI J.E FAMILY SEDAN OFFERED
He Intimated that carelessness might have had something; A $2675 Lasaiie five-passengcr famiiy sedan, purchased
; from Lasaiie Perham Motor company, is offered as the sec­
ond grand award.
A $1895 Dodge Brothers senior sedan, purchased from 
Kennedy Motor company, is the third grand award.
A $1178 standard six four-door Nash sedan, purchased 
' from the Missoula Nash Motor company, is the fourth grand
NATIONAL LEAGUE i— *
R. H. E .! A $1110 Graham Paige five-passenger sedan, purchased
Brooklyn  ....................................... 001 010 000—  2 5 0! from the Missouis Graham Paige company, is the fifth grand
Cincinnati ........................................ 000 000 000— 0 5 l j  award.
1 B«U«ri»-McWeCTy and Henlin. Lagiic, May and Pic-j A 5357 Chevrolet sedan, indudinf bumpers and spare tire, 
R. H E. Purch&5*d from Nybo Chevrolet company, is the sixth grand
BASEBALL SCORES
b left center of the 
n camp of General
Boston ............................................ 100 000 100— 2
Chicago 001 100 lOx— S
Batteries—Robertao* and Taylar. Root and Gonzales.
Philadelphia . 000 100 000— 1 2 1
Pittsburgh ...................................... 000 030 OOx— 3 6 3
Batteries Beuge and Davis. Hiil and Smith.
Montana Road Commission 
Lets Highway Contracts; 
More Coming Next Month
New York . .
St. Louis
Heary and Hogan. Rhem
. . . .  200 000 20 
020 001 00 
Reinhart and Wilson.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Chicago  ................. 000 000 000— 0 2 0
Philadelphia....................................  100 010 OOx— 2 8 1
Batterien—Faber and Berg. Crouse. Grove and Cochrane. |
e target awards {1
t Montana hlghwi
commUston. Contract, * 
Contractors from all parts a
initial on announced.
. Cleveland ...........................
Montana good roads i Washlagton ....................................  000 010 204— 7 12 3
j“ l Batteries—Shaate and L. SeweiL Gaston, Braxton, Mar* 
u I berry, and Ruel.
‘wuJd Montana! N o b ile  M ftke S  P l& IIS
i reprewntatlTM. asking j f  or JJig Next CTUIM
At the Theaters
WILMA—BUte untmnlty OIm 
• to la concert “TTu Oobate and 
asBv» In Paris.’* photoplay featura.
MABBIAGK LICENSKS 
Halph George Darts, at. Threi 
JUrts, and LuclUe Margaret Plaher
and Jtotoe Eye Everett, 19. Mlnoula.
C. B. Schmidt 'M. Port Missoula, 
and Basel), itolnevlUt. JO. Missoula.
May1 Haupt 97, Missoula
<: Committee to Invite  ! i 
I; H eflin  to Appear J
WASHINGTON.
explorer brought hii 
a, back to port safely 
sr M hour* of flying
. He had fought fog.
dirigible skimmed
Manhattan Beets 
Have Good Prospect
MANHATTAN. May
lUowlng a rain 
withstand dry westher
e ground in condition
award.
OTHER AWARDS TO BE MADE
Then comes the six $100 cash awards, one for saeh district, 
six $75 gold wntches and SO $50 gold watches. There are 
two speciai purses of $150 each and 15 per cent cash com­
mission.
The purpose of the “10,000 CLUB” is reaily fourf .Id.
1.—To familiarize every person in this part of Montana 
with the Daily Northwest and to put the Treasure State’s 
complete newspaper in every home in this community.
2.—To arouse keener interest in good, clean salesmanship.
3.—To create more interest in home ownership.
4.—To increase the circulation of The Daily Northwest by 
recruiting the salesmen and saleswomen needed from the 
ranks of its readers and friends.
APPROPRIATE AND USEFUL
There is something appropriate and usefui for people in 
ali walks of life included in this unusual prise offer. The
Bugar company, wtx
ptutf Spring*. McL«ughlln A C der rule* of wns- through the northern * le did not indicate j NobUe mid the nex 
I socept the lavi-! *ouM take Mai to Greenland i
Beg Your Pardon
ceived from new or old readers of The Daily Northwest.
It  will be a short and snappy race, which begins at once 
and ends Juiy 21.
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
The Daily Northwest’s drive is something different and 
something better than the average newspaper circulation 
campaign. The plan is so fair, so iiberal and generous in 
every particular, that prize winning is made an easy and 
slmpie matter.
By referring to the schedule of credits given for subscrip- 
Buiuvati. tions one can see that there is no premium given on long 
term subscriptions. The member who secures four six- 
months subscriptions or two one-year subscription* receives 
the same number of credits as the member who turns in a 
24 month*’ subscription.
Each entrant is given 5,000 credits as a starter and he may 
then obtain additional credits by receiving subscriptions 
from his friends and acquaintances.
* failure ot certain
There i
to be clipped or bought and soid. Any man at women, young 
old, married or slngie, may join the “10,000 CLUB” and
rCMttamri ea Face Twej
Figure 3 . The Daily Northwest Page One  
(From Montana Historical Society Files)
CHAPTER IV
THE R E E  PRESS C H A IN
The D aily  Northwest o f Missoula
Newspapers in Montana settled on a peaceful plateau when the war of 
the copper kings ended in 1900o
Marcus Daly died, F . Augusts Heinze was forced to sell his holdings to 
the Anaconda Copper M ining Company and Sen., W iIliam  Andrews Clark re tire d „ 
The A C M  had daily  newspapers in Anaconda, Billings, Butte, Helena, Livingston 
and Missoula. Clark's Butte M in er, the only competitor in any of the c ities, 
mellowed for lack of personal issues. But when the senator died in 1925 and his 
son, W . A .  C lark J r . ,  took charge of the estate, the M in er once again became 
the antagonist.
On May 19, 1928, Clark began publishing the Missoula D aily
1
Northwest, which resembled the M iner in content and format. The forerunner
o f the Missoula paper was the 13-year-o ld  weekly N ew  N orthwest, which Clark
2
purchased and converted to an afternoon d a ily .
D aily  Northwest, M ay 19, 1928. The newspaper, established by 
Edwin Boone Craighead in 1915, was published variously as a weekly and a daily  
under four managements. W alter E. Christensen became editor-publisher in 1922; 
James A . Sage assumed publication in 1927. Bound files are in the Montana 
Historical Society Library in H elena. Christensen, editor of the Omaha W orid- 
Heraid from 1942 until his retirem ent, died in Nebraska January, 1969. He had 
joined the Omaha paper after leaving Missoula in 1928.
^ Ib id .
26
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The Miner spatted spradicaliy with the Company papers, but Clark's
reasons for a second paper are unclear. However, 1928 was an election year
and the sale of the Montana property in the C lark estate was imminent. Each
3
-  received much attention in the C lark papers.
The Northwest's announced purpose was to free Montana from corpora­
tion control o A statement of objectives was printed da ily  under the paper's mast­
head.
The Daily Northwest
A newspaper dedicated to the progress of Missoula and the State of 
Montana; to encourage constructive ideas for the best interests of the 
community; independent and nonpartisan; intolerable of injustice and 
devoted to the public welfare
The lead editorial o f the first issue of Clark's Northwest indicated the 
paper opposed the A C M  and corporate influence in state government.
Many years ago in a Kansas city  there was a powerful figure in 
business who got info the powerful game o f politics and liked it .  But 
like  the invisible government of Montana he kept well behind the scenes.
An eastern corporation wrote to a lawyer in this man's town for a 
statement of his worth. Under the list of assets the following reply was 
received^ "He owns one United States senator, a governor, two state 
representatives, a district judge and 11,000  acres of lan d ."
W ith a few variations that situation might fit Montana. The d iffe r­
ence is that in Montana the ownership is on a far broader scale as we 
would expect when backed by the capital of a huge corporation. There 
is hardly a community into which its fangs do not reach.
D aily  Northwest and the Montana Free Press. 
^ D aily  Northwest, May 19, 1928.
28
S till it is a system which can be smashed on any election day when 
the people decide that it is not needed,^
An "Open Forum" letter to the editor o f the Northwest May 22 saids
"The fight is on. Judging from present conditions there are going to be some'hot
6
afternoons® in Montana with the recurrent chills the morning after □"
The Northwest's competitors, the D a ily  Missoulian and the Sentine l,
did not mention Clark®s purchase of the N ew  Northwest, its conversion to a daily
paper or its editorial position. However, emphasis was placed on the afternoon
Sentinel to compete with the Northwest, while the morning Missoulian was
largely a rerun of the previous afternoon^s Sentinel 1
The Company press responded to Clark's in itia l attack in the Helena
Independent by calling C lark  a hypocrite for c ritic iz ing  corporate ownership and
listed in a front-page editorial companies in which C lark held stock c
The list obtained from the State Board of Equalization included^
United Verde Copper Company, M ayflower Consolidated, Moulton 
Consolidated,OphirHilI Consolidated, Sunset M ining Company, United  
Verde and Pacific R ailw ay, Union Pacific Railway, Butte Electric Railway, 
Oregon Shortline Railw ay, Cl ark-M ontana Realty Company, Colusa- 
Parrot M in ing and Smelting Company, Los Alamitos Sugar Company,
Montana Land Company, Natural M ineral Water Company, W 0A 0 Clark  
and Brother Bankers, W . A .  C lark Realty Company, W . A c C lark Wire 
Company, Elm O rlu M ining Company, N ew  Northwest Publishing 
Company, Timber Butte M ining Company, C lark-M oulton  Realty,
^ Ib id.
6 Ib id ., M ay 22, 1928.
Interview with Andrew C o Cogswell, former reporter for the Daily  
Northwest, March 24, 1964. Cogswell later joined the facu lty  of the University of 
Montana School of Journalism. He retired as U M  dean of students in 1970.
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Missoula Public Service Companies, Western Lumber Company, The 
Butte M iner Company, Anchor M in ing Company of Idaho, Empire 
C attle  Company, Butte; Henry-Bonnard Bronze Company, N ew  York;
C lark Electric Power Company, O phir, Utah; Montana Hardware Com­
pany, Butte; Sto John & Ophir Railw ay, O p h ir, Utah; Clarksdale 
Implement Company, Arizona; To Fo M ille r  Company, C larksville ,
A r i z E q u a t o r  M ining & Smelting Company, Arizona; Clark-lnvestm ent 
Corporation, New  Yorks The Ravenwood Camp, N ew  York; Upper 
Verde Public U tilities  Company, A r iz 0
Woven of the woof of pious deceit and a warp of brazen hypocrisy, 
the editorials and news stories with regard to the motives, the high ideals 
and the newspaper aspirations of W illie  C lark , w ill fool no reader who 
looks at the list of C lark corporations which furnish bread and meat to 
the newspaper enterprise
The Missoulian and Sentinel avoided nearly a ll local and state Issues
and reserved editorial comment on the Northwest for the paperBs closing in M ay,
9
1929 c
Occasional comments by the Independent on issues involving the C lark  
papers and the Company were reprinted in the Missoulian, Sentinel and Montana 
Standard,
The Independent was the major editorial voice for the Company papers 
because W . A „ Cam pbell, its editor, was the more forceful editorial writer among 
the Company newspapers staffs 0
The Northwest and its competitors seemed to remain in a constant 
struggle to build circulation 0 Many gimmicks and techniques were used to attract
o
Helena Independent, May 24, 1928c
^ D a ily M issoulian, M ay 19, 1929„
10
Ryan, o p Q c i t 0 The Clark papers referred to Campbell as "chief mud 
slinger" for the A C M c
30
readers, the most spectacular being the subscription contest.
The first issue of the Northwest carried a bold banner headline on the
front pages "$20f000 IN  PRIZES." The lead story described the circulation con-
11
test which the paper was sponsoring and urged Montanans to enter at once.
Two days before publication of Clark's first Northwest, its competitors
had announced a campaign to increase circulation and put "either the Missoulian
or the Sentinel in every home in Western Montana A red, banner headline
12
announced awards in the contest would total $ 1 7 ,0 0 0 .
The Northwest, topping its competitors' awards by $ 3 ,0 0 0 , called  its 
drive “something different and something better than the average newspaper c ircu-
i • • J 3lation campaign.
The contests were daily front-page news in each Missoula paper, but 
each used a different approach in its stories. The Missoulian and Sentinel con­
tinually  said they could not understand why so few persons were taking advantage
14
of what they termed a "great opportunity." The Northwest said its contest was
15
"the talk of the tow n."
Daily Northwest, May 19, 1928.
12
Daily Missoulian, M ay  17, 1928,
13
Daily Northwest, M ay 19, 1928.
14
Daily Missoulian, M ay 21 , 1928. 
^  Daily Northwest, M ay 22, 1928.
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The Northwest emphasized the speed of its news coverage. Extra
editions bore the time of printing.. For example, on June 1, 1928, an edition was
headed “SPORT EXTRA . . . 4?06 P. M ."  in two-inch capital letters across the top
of the front page = The next day a boxed story told readers they received results
o f the Pacific Coast Conference track meet at the University of Monta na's
Dornblaser Field 10 minutes after the meet ended and 30 minutes before any other
paper would make them availab le* It claimed to have the results o f each race in
type 60 seconds after it was completed* The story added?
The Northwest believes the people of Missoula and Western Montana 
appreciate such service as this. But it is nothing extraordinary; the 
Northwest w ill always give you the news while it is "red hot" whether 
it requires publication of an extra edition of the paper. ^
5ports events generally called for special editions. The Sentinel pub~
17
lished sports extras announcing "Babe Ruth Hits Two Home Runs" and /SammyZ
!8    ,
"Mandell Retains His T itle"  /o v e r Jimmy M cL o rin / during the first week of the
Northwest's publication.
Radio-had not yet become a spot news source, and the local newspaper 
offices offered the first word of a ll events. Election returns and results of sports 
events were broadcast over loudspeakers.
During the 1928 World Series, the Northwest gave scores over a loud­
speaker but few persons awaited the results. The Missoulian and Sentinel office
16 Ib id ., June 2 , 1928.
^ - Missoula S entinel. M ay 15, 1928.
18 Ib id ., M ay 21 , 1928.
was trad itionally  the source of such inform ation„ To counteract the larger crowd
gathered outside its competitors® office^ the Northwest printed an extra edition at
the end of each inning and rushed the paper for distribution among the persons o u t-
19
side the Missoulian and Sentinel o ff ic e .
Because the Northwest had a flatbed press and no stereotyping process^
an extra edition could be printed and distributed almost as soon as the scores were
announced at the Missoulian-Sentinel „
The Northwest had lim ited printshop fa c ilit ie s » Besides having only
one press, there was a lim ited type selection . Whenever anyone wrote a headline,
he had to know how many heads had been written in a particular size and font and
21
how many letters were availab le  in each font°
But what the paper lacked in fac ilities  it made up in effort and enthusi­
asm „ Editor "Ernie Immel was the power of the Northwest Although editorials  
were sent to the Northwest from the Miner and later the Free Press in Butte, Immel
did not like  other people writing his editorials. He "threw out the canned ed ito ri-
22
a Is and wrote his ow n."
Besides the anti-Com pany editorials which Immel apparently wrote him­
self, the Northwest led an active  c iv ic  improvement campaign» W hile the
9 Cogswell, op. c it
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Missoulian and Sentinel continued their established practice of avoiding local and
state issues, the Northwest devoted its editorial columns continually to civic
improvement and state po litics . A t times during the 1929 legislative session, the
Northwest devoted almost fu ll pages to local editorials, A t the beginning of the
23
leg is la te  session editorials were moved to the back page.,
The Northwest urged the building of a new county ja il ,  a new fire 
station, covering of irrigation ditches in which several Missoula children had 
drowned, marking of public roads with signs, establishing a c ity  garbage-removal 
system, providing adequate street lighting, and fostering a ir-m a il service for 
Mi ssoula 0
During the summer of 1928, child drownings in Missoula's open irriga­
tion ditches aroused public discussions of the hazard,, However, adequate sugges­
tions were expensive and nothing was done, Although the Northwest advocated 
covering the ditches, when it appeared the work would not be done the paper
supported a Kiwanis-sponsored campaign to build a wading pool to provide safe
24
water in which children could p lay.
Top donors to the project were the Chamber o f Commerce, $300, and
25
the Kiwanis C lub, Missoula M ercantile  and W . A „ C lark Jr.,, with $100„
“ 23  “ “
D aily  Northwest, Jan. 3, 1929,
24
Ib id ,, July 7 , 1928,
^  Ibid,
34
The pool was built in Bonner Park in the University district, but irriga­
tion ditches in Missoula continued to claim  lives.
The Missoula County Jail had been condemned for several years. A 
bond issue to build a new ja il was slated for the general election in November,
1928, and the Northwest supported i t .  The $90 ,000  issue passed but was found
26
invalid  because voting had not been lim ited to taxpayers.
Although the county ja il was not mentioned again in. the editorial 
columns, the Northwest's opinion on the need for a new fa c ility  was obvious in 
news stories:
The county's pet stronghold, near the courthouse, has again  
repeated its former leniencies and another prisoner has vanished in 
the thin a ir . /T h e  p risoner^/ promenade from the repent house was 
made Friday evening about 9 o 'c lo ck , according to a report by the 
sheriff's officers, and a ll that is known of his vanishment was the slam
. . 07
of the back door as he bid his custodians a fond fa rew ell.
Four prisoners jailed on major criminal charges a t the Missoula 
County ja il ,  who picked their way through the crumbling walls of the 
bastille were still at large up to press time today. ^
Before Christmas the Northwest and the Missoulian and Sentinel
29
established separate campaigns to raise money for the Salvation Arm y. The
30
Sentinel pledged proceeds from its street sales December 22 and the Northwest 
promoted a Christmas Carol request program on Missoula's radio station K G H D .
Ib id ., D ec. 21 , 1928
27 Ib id ., Jan. 5 , 1929.
2 ^ lb id . ,  A pril 19, 1929. A new ja il was built in 1966.
29  Ib id ., Dec. 18, 1928.
Daily Missoulian, D ec. 22 , 1928.
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31
Requests were sung by local talent for 50-cent donations to the ch arity *
The Northwest promoted a ir-m a il service for Missoula by offering free
a ir-m a il envelopes for Christmas m ailing* The paper announced that N ational
Parks Airways, In c . ,  which operated a line between G reat Falls and Salt Lake
32
C ity , was considering a route between G reat Falls and Missoula*
The Chamber of Commerce began encouraging the a irline  to extend 
service to Missoula as a stop between Butte and Spokane* The Northwest sup­
ported the project and urged attendance at the chamber meeting scheduled for dis­
cussion o f the a irlin e * "Whether Missoula is a live  to her opportunities w ill be
33
demonstrated Thursday of this w eek ."  an editorial said*
A t the meeting the chamber decided to sponsor an a ir-m a il stamp sale 
to indicate whether the people in Missoula wanted and would support a ir-m ail 
service. The Northwest promoted the project and the sale quota, set at 10,000
31 Daily Northwest, Dec* 7, 1928* K G H D , established in the summer 
of 1928 by Joseph M . Dixon, never was mentioned by the Missoulian or S en tine l. 
The station probably was Dixon's attempt to obtain politica l coverage in his race 
for the U .S . Senate with Burton K . W heeler* During Dixon's gubernatorial term 
o f 1920-1924, the A C M  fought Dixon "tooth and nail and turned /T \s /  newspapers 
over completely to his excoriation* The people heard litt le  from Dixon himself 
because he had no medium for expression. The press^was controlled and there 
were no radios*" See * K * Ross T o o le . Montana; An Uncommon Land (Norman* 
University o f Oklahoma Press, 1959), p . 223*
°  Ib id*, D ec. 8 , 1928.
33
Ib id *, N o v . 20 , 1928
36
34
stamps, was exceeded by 5 ,0 0 0 . Throughout the winter and spring, the
Northwest encouraged a ir-m ail service. "The old story about Santa Claus
speeding through the air with his team o f reindeer may not be so far off if  we send
35 .
our Christmas greetings by a ir -m a il , 11 it said.
Although reports indicated the Butte-Spokane route was no longer 
feasible, there was a possibility of a transcontinental route. The Northwest
remained optimistic and in April the paper reported it expected tri-w eek ly  direct
• u . 36air service by June.
Immel, replaced as Northwest editor by Paul S toffel, a Free Press
reporter, in M arch, 1929, was sent back to the Butte paper. Immel later in d ica -
37ted that his refusal to carry the canned editorials was one reason for his transfer.
When Immel le ft, the content of the Northwest editorial page declined  
and there were few c iv ic -a ffa irs  editorials. Much front-page space was devoted 
to sensational news, and darker, heavier headlines were used throughout the paper, 
The Northwest fought for circulation with lower subscription and adver­
tising rates. The Northwest cost 65 cents for one month, $ 3 .7 5  for six months 
and $ 7 .50  for one y e a r .^
The subscription rates for the Sentinel were 75 cents for one month,
39
$4.25  for six months and $8 for one year.
34  Ib id ., N o v . 25, 1928 . 35 Ib id.
36 Ib id ., A pril 20, 1929. 3 7 Cogswell, op. c it
3 3 Daily Northwest, May 19, 1928.
39 Letter from the Missoulian, M ay 25, 1968.
37
The Northwest's minimum a d -lin e  rate was four c e n ts .^  Its classified
_ _ _ _ _  . . .  41
ad rate was one and on e-h a lf cents a word with a minimum of 15 cents. The
. 4 2
minimum a d -lin e  rate in the Missoulian and Sentinel was six cents and their
43
classified rate was 10 cents a line with an average o f five words per lin e .
The Missoulian and Sentinel carried the same advertisement in both
44
papers for one p rice . The paper contended the "price per inch for advertising
means nothing . . . i t ’s the number who read your advertisements that count."
They said their combined circulation was 93 ,000  and the papers were delivered to
45
98 per cent of the homes in the Missoula trade area.
Sale of the Clark estate in August, 1928, received major emphasis in
the Northwest. Because the Butte M iner was included in the sale, the Northwest
temporarily was Clark's only mouthpiece . The sale became an issue between
C lark and the A C M ; C lark attacked the Company and replied to attacks by the
46
Company papers through "open letters" on the front page of the Northwest.
^  Editor & Publisher Yearbook (1929), p . 6 6 .
41
Daily Northwest, M ay 19, 1928
42
Editor & Publisher Yearbook (1929), p . 66
43  ibid.
Daily Missoulian, February 13, 1929, 
45 Ibid.
4^ D aily  Northwest, Aug. 2 2 , 1928.
38
When the sale was announced, Clark stated a new paper, the Montana
47
Free Press, soon would succeed the M iner „ M eanwhile the Northwest was dis-
. . _ 48
tnbuted m Butte.,
W ith the advent of the new C lark paper, readers were urged to enter
another subscription contest to increase the circulation of the Northwest and
introduce western Montana to the Sunday edition of the Montana Free Press. Thi
49
time they were offered $30 ,000  in prizes.
47  ibid
4ft
Daily Northwest, Sept. 17, 1928
49
Ibid
39
bl^louis
Figure 4 . The Montana Free Press Building Today
The Montana Free Press plant was at 109 North M ain S t . ,  Butte. Today a 
jeweler occupies the build ing.
(Photo by Barbara M itta l)
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Figure 5 . The Montana Free Press Page One  
The Montana Free Press, Butte, N o v . 3, 1928
(From Montana Historical Society Files)
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The Montana Free Press
About midnight of August 22, 1928, the day of the C lark estate sale,
E. 8 . Leipheimer, editor of the Anaconda Standard, and an Anaconda Copper
M in ing  Company executive went to the Miner newsroom to announce they were
taking possession. A .  B. K eith , M iner business manager, told the M iner news-
50
men to "stick around" for the Montana Free Press to begin.
W ithin one month the Butte M iner was reincarnated in the Free Press.
Most of the M iner's  staff remained and the formate o f the new paper was the same
51
as that of the old M in e r. O n ly  the name and plant were changed.
C lark began plans for the paper when the sale o f the senator's estate
became imminent. He asked Bryan E. Woolston, general manager of the Miner,
"to proceed with the installation in Butte of the most modern newspaper in the
W est." C lark was reported to have made a $150,000 in itia l investment in the 
52
prospective paper.
The Northwest claimed the Free Press would have the most modern 
printing equipment in the state and described in detail plans for the paper and 
equipment ordered for i t .  The extensive detail about the equipment seemed to
50 Letter from Archie C la rk , former staff member of the M in er, Free
Press, and editor o f the Billings Free Press, N o v . 16, 1969. E. B. Leipheimer 
died September 20, 1969, a t Flathead Lake, near Poison.
Montana Free Press, Sept. 17 ,1928 .
52
Daily Northwest, A ug . 22, 1928.
42
have been intended as much to impress the Company-controlled papers as to inform 
53
potential readers.
Editoria lly , the Northwest compared the A C M  purchase of the M iner to
Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom. The editorial quoted a dialogue between
Uncle Tom and Legree in which Tom said, " 'You may own my body . . . but my
soul belongs to G o d . 1 " O nly the body of the M in er had been sold to the A C M .
54
Its soul would be carried on in the Free Press.
Although the sale terms guaranteed the M iner staff employment with the
55 . 56
A C M , most of the newsmen left to join the Free Press. The new paper, under
its flag , said it was "edited and managed by / t h e /  former staff of the Butte
M in e r.
A rchie C lark , telegraph editor who joined the M iner in 1926, remained 
with the paper under A C M  ownership for two days. "G lenn Moon, one o f the 
/ATnaconclg7 Standard8s top flunkies, stood over my shoulder the first night of the 
new regime and directed the playing o f the top stories; I couldn't take much of 
this, having enjoyed a free hand on the M iner's telegraph desk. . ,. . The second 
day I told him, in e ffec t, that he and the copy boy could do this kind of thing 
better than I cou ld ." He left the newsroom, went to the C lark  lawyers' office
53  Ib id . 5 4 lb id .
55 56
Archie C la rk , op. c it .  Jordan, op. cit
^  Montana Free Press, Sept. 17, 19 28.
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58
and was hired by the Free Press.
"While--t-be Free Press was preparing to open, one o f its reporters, and a 
former M iner reporter, Charles W . Murphy, died after swallowing poison. He had 
resigned from the M iner a few days after its sale and was reported to have saids 
"I can’t put my heart in my work for them A note of protest against
the sale of the Miner supposedly was found near Murphy's body but was lost by
59
Coroner Pat Holland,
When the Free Press opened, workmen still were laying the floor in the
business o ffic e , A congratulatory advertisement from the general contractor,
Co J. Nepper, said the "building was remodeled into a modern newspaper plant 
60
in record tim e , 1 Readers were asked to be patient if  their papers were late  
because some work still was being done. The Free Press claimed to have dis­
tributed 7 0 ,0 0 0  copies the first day, setting circulation records in Butte and pro-
62
viding the new paper to every adult in S ilver Bow County,
The paper featured a story about its first subscriber, Mrs, Katharine 
Ennis, a 93 -year-o ld  Madison County resident whose husband had homesteaded
58
Archie C lark , op. c it .  The Miner was absorbed by the Montana 
Standard Sept. 11, 1928. The combined Butte paper was circulated in Butte and 
the Anaconda Standard became solely an Anaconda publication.
^  Daily Northwest, Aug. 27, 1928.
^ M o n ta n a  Free Press, Sept. 17, 1928.
61 Ib id ., Sept. 2 0 , 1928.
62
Ib id . ,  S ep t. 18, 1928.
44
the present site of Ennis. The Free Press printed a picture of a personal check for
63
the subscription and a picture of M rs. Ennis, the "godmother" of the Free Press,
The Free Press was not intended to be just a local paper. Columns of
news items were carried from communities throughout the state. A week after the
first issue, 5 ,0 0 0  copies were flown to Helena for distribution at the State Fair.
64
Plans were to continue the distribution through the week of the fa ir .
W ellington D . Rankin, whom Clark supported for governor, "referred
to the birth of the Montana Free Press today as an excellent sign of better times in
Montana journalism. He said 'the Free Press should be welcomed with open arms
by the people of this state as an independent, fearless vehicle for the expression
. 6 5
of opinion . I have no doubt o f its immediate and complete success, 1 he said „"
Congratulations flowed from weekly and small daily  papers throughout
the state and were printed on the Free Press editorial pages for several days.
Typical o f the messages was one from the Havre News-Promoter calling the
fledgling journal "another break in the wall of the company-owned trust press in 
66
Montana o"
The Clark papers gathered labor-union support. When the senator's 
estate was sold, the Missoula County Central Trades & Labor Council expressed 
regrets to C lark and praised him for his newspaper e f f o r t .^  The musicians union
63  Ib id ., Sept. 17, 1928 6 4 lb id .„  Sept. 24, 1928
65  Ib id ., Sept. 17, 1928 66  Ib id ., O c t .  15, 1928.
^  Daily Northwest, Aug. 22, 1928.
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68
in Butte was the first to endorse the Free Press with a subscription. Others 
fol lowed.
During its first week of publication, the FreeJVess offered Typographi­
cal Union Local 126 members in its plant a 7 5 -c e n t-a -d a y  wage increase on a
three-year contract. The increase made printers' wages at the Free Press the
68
highest in Montana and comparable to large eastern dailies.
A M idland Empire O ffic e  of the Free Press was established in Billings
70
in O ctober, with A lv in  Johnstone as manager. A letter to the editor of the
Free Press in late September had said the paper was outselling the Billings paper
71in Billings three to one .
During a campaign in G reat Falls, Rankin charged the G reat Falls
Tribune had been refusing Republican campaign advertising. He said when the
Cascade County Republican Committee had threatened to circulate the Free Press
72
in the. county, the Tribune had begun accepting Republican ads.
In contrast to the lack of equipment in Missoula, C lark's Butte paper 
boasted modern fa c ilitie s . Visitors were invited to tour the offices. The business 
office was on the first floor, the city  room and editorial offices on the mezzanine 
and the composing room on the top floor. The Goss Sextuple press, which had a
68  Daily Northwest, A ug. 22 , 1928.
69  Ib id ., Sept. 22 , 1928.
70  Ib id ., O c t .  25 , 1928. 71 Ib id ., Sept. 26 , 1928.
7 ^ D aily  Northwest, N o v . 2 , 1928.
46
48-page capacity in one run, was in the basement<> An elevator carried visitors
to each department., A glass floor would be installed above the print shop so
73
visitors could watch the presses.
More than 2 ,5 0 0  inches of advertising appeared in the first issue of the
Free Press. The paper thanked its "loyal advertisers" for not being "intim idated
or coerced" by a "campaign by powerful interests to prevent the Free Press from
74
from getting advertising patronage in Butte."
The Free Press kept its advertising rates lower than rates charged by the
Company's Butte Post and Montana Standard. The minimum a d -lin e  rate in the
7 5
Free Press was five cents. It was eight cents in the Butte Company papers.
M artin Hutchens, former M iner editor, was editor of the Free Press
but became ill and remained with the paper only a few weeks. He resigned
October 31, 1928, and died January 12, 1929. The Free Press eulogized
Hutchens0. "He made the editorial pages ^/of the Butte M iner/ 7 stand out among
76
the stereotyped policy pages of the corporate press like a beacon in the fog ."  
James W . Scott became editor January 1, 1929.
7 3 Montana Free Press, Sept. 17, 1928,
74  Ib id.
^ E d ito r  & Publisher Yearbook (1929).
76  Ib id ., Jan. 13, 1929.
Ib id ., Jan. 2, 1929. Scott, who had been c ity  editor of the Helena 
Independent, was named assistant attorney general October 1, 1928, He resigned 
the state position to join the Free Press.
47
A personnel problem involved the Free Press in one of Montano's land­
mark libel cases. Iron ica lly , the suit was filed  by the man who had helped estab­
lish the Free Press and the Billings Free Press, Bryan E . Woolston, and the case 
was not settled until more than two years after the paper had been sold to the 
A C M . 78
Early in 1929, Woolston, general manager and managing editor of the
79
Free Press, left the paper when his request for a pay raise was denied. He had
_  . . . 80resigned as advertising manager of the Anaconda Standard to join C lark's M in e r .
Soon after leaving the Free Press, Woolston joined the Butte Post, a
Company-owned afternoon daily  and the Free Press's immediate competitor. In a
front-page story the Free Press charged Woolston had been hired to "wipe out"
81
the Free Press within three months.
According to the a rtic le , Woolston, as representative in charge of 
foreign advertising, was assigned to travel to Billings, Butte and Missoula in an 
attempt to injure the Free Press. The paper charged that attempts also had been 
made to have national advertising in Clark's papers canceled. It said an attempt
was made to obtain the Free Press mailing list in an "unethical and underhand 
82
manner.
—
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of 
M ontana, O ffic ia l Report, V o l. 90 , (San Franc iscoi Bancroft^Whitney C o . ,
1932), p. 299 .
^ ^Montana Free Press, March 27, 1929.
Archie C la rk , op. c it .
8 T Montana Free Press, March 27, 1929.
82 (bid.
The story said Woolston offered an employe of the Billings Free Press a 
job on the Billings G aze tte , a Company paper. A lleg ed ly , Woolston had told  
the man that Free Press headquarters in Butte would fire him soon anyway,. How­
ever, he was reassured that his position on the Free Press was secure, foiling
83
'Woolston's plans.
Woolston sued C lark and the Free Press for libel on the grounds the
story ruined his professional character and career. A demurrer was overruled and
Woolston was awarded $25 ,000  damages in Silver Bow District Court in M ay , 1930,
He had asked $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 . The Montana Supreme Court reversed the decision in 
85
September, 1931.
The statements from the court's opinion are contained in the Annotated  
Codes of Montana interpreting the state's libel law .
The court said Woolston had not shown in his complaint how he had 
been injured. The court determined the newspaper story was not libelous perse  
and that no explanation was given to "show that it injured p la in tiff in his business, 
or profession, exposed him to hatred, contempt, rid icu le , or obloquy or caused 
him to be shunned or avoided. . .
83  ib id . 8 4 ib id.
Supreme Court, op . c i t . ,  p . 299.
86 Revised Codes of Montana 1947 Annotated, Replacement, V o l . 4 , 
P a r t i,  (Indianapolis, In d .; The A llen Smith Company, 1962), p. 200 .
49
In reaching its decision that the story was not libelous per se, the 
court said, "the words used in an alleged libelous newspaper a rtic le  must be 
susceptible of but one meaning to constitute libel per se; the libelous matter 
may not be segregated from other parts and construed a lone, but the entire state­
ment must be viewed as a stranger might look a t it without the aid of special
87
knowledge possessed by the parties concerned."
The court said assertion of a suspicion or b e lie f could be as libelous as
a positive charge, but the Free Press's- suspicion that its mailing list was sought
in an "unethical and underhand manner" was not libelous. The Free Press
story said nothing regarding the conduct of the p la in tiff or the "extent of responsi-
88
b ility"  in the act for it to be libel per se .
87 Ib id ., p .  202 . 88 Ib id.
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Figure 6 . The Billings Free Press Building Today
The Bil I mgs Free Press plant and the preceding M idland Empire O ffice  o f the 
Montana Free Press were at the corner of First Avenue North and 29th Street, 
Bij iings . The Belnap Cafe and Tandy Leather now occupy the s ite .
(Photo by Barbara M i t t a l )
The Billings Free Press
The fin a l paper o f the Free Press group was the Billings Free Press,
89
founded in M arch, 1929. It replaced the Billings outlet for the Montana Free
90Press, established the previous O ctober.
Archie C lark , veteran Butte newsman and a member of the Free Press
91
staff there, was sent to Billings to edit the new paper.
In announcing the appearance of the Billings publication, the Da ?Iy
Northwest asserted Billings had been without a free paper for a long time and that
the Billings G aze tte— an A C M  paper— often did not use editorials because it
92
believed it could serve its purpose better without them.
The Billings Free Press was a morning edition of the Butte paper. The
editoria l, feature and comics sections of the paper were sent by train from Butte
93and stuffed in a scanty Billings front section.
The Billings Free Press subscribed to the International N ew sservice  
because AP and UP franchises were held by the Billings G a z e tte . The wire
89
Daily Northwest, March 7 , 1929.
90
Montana Free Press, O c t . 25, 1928
^  Jordan, o p . c i t .
92
Daily Northwest, March 7 , 1929.
93 Archie C lark, op. c it .
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94
service machine was placed in the downtown office window,,
The INS did not provide a daily stock market report so the Free Press
would reprint it each day from the G a z e tte . The G azette  included among its
listings one day a stock called  "N elots, " including opening and closing prices.
The fictitious stock, "stolen" spelled backward, also appeared in the Free Press„
95
The G azette  made its point but did not press the issue .
Subscriptions rose in Billings but advertisers shied aw ay. Many had
96ties or were indebted to ACM -dom inated banks„
The Billings paper was only two months old when W °A . C lark Jr „ sold 
his newspaper chain to the Anaconda Copper M in ing Company „
94
Ibid. C lark brought UP to Montana for his Missoula and Butte 
papers, but by the time he established his Billings paper, the competing news­
paper had contracted the wire service.
95
Letter from H„ M itch e ll Morris o f Billings, O c t . 13, 1969. 
^A rchie C la rk , op. c it .
CHAPTER V
SENATOR CLARK'S ESTATE IS SOLD
Sale of the Sen. W .A . C lark estate in August was one of the leading
news stories in Montana in 1928. The sale brought a ll major mining property in
the state under control o f the Anaconda Copper M ining Company and placed
1$900,000  in estate taxes in the state treasury.
The N ew  York Times reporteds "A contest that rocked the copper
mining area of Montana a generation ago came to a formal close . „ „ with the
sale of the m ineral, timber and banking properties of the late Senator W .A „  C lark
2
to the Anaconda Copper M ining Company
3
The property involved was valued between $6 m illion and $9 m illion <,
Possible sale of the C lark estate had been rumored a ll summer, In July
the directorates of the Missoula properties were reorganized., Robert E„ T a lly ,
long-time Clark associate and general manager of Clark's Arizona mining operation,
the United Verde Company, was elected president of the Missoula Public Service
Company and the Western Lumber Company o He replaced W= A . C lark J r . ,  who
4
had been president since his father's death.
|
U M  Library, op. c it ,
^ N ew  York Times, Aug. 23, 1928.
^ Ibido ^ U M  Library, op„ cit»
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54
O nly one director, W . M . Bickford, was retained., The former vice  
president was named attorney for the two companies.
Tally  refused to discuss the reasons for the reorganization. But it seemed
that control o f the properties had been taken from Clark and given to the other
,  . 6heirs.
In "An Open Letter to the People o f Montana" on the front pages o f
the Missoula D aily  Northwest and the Butte M in er, C lark  charged the stockholders
7
in the two Missoula companies with trying to stifle his newspapers. He claimed
his fight was "to re lieve Montana o f the shameful name o f being a corporation-
owned state" and he would not give up the b a ttle . He charged the Company had
"sought to gag the M iner and me by conveying threats o f reprisal to the other heirs
o f the W .A . Clark estate who live in N ew  York and have long been out of.touch
8
and sym pathy with M ontana."
The Helena Independent replied to Clark's published letter the next day,
saying the other C lark heirs
evidently lost confidence in W .A . C lark 11, who has been head o f the 
Montana corporations and guiding genius of their operations and policies 
since the w ill of the Senator was probated . . . .  The big company is
~  5 ’ ~~"
Ibid. Bickford played a major role in Senator C lark's 1898 campaign
to elect state legislators who would support Clark for U .S . Senator.
^ Ibid.
^ D aily  Northwest, July 11 ,1928 .
8 ib id .
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involved with the heirs of C lark  in law suits involving millions and 
has been charged with a good many things in this state, but this is the 
first time the Anaconda has been accused of seeking to alienate the 
fam ily affections of the C lark boys and girls, turn them against one 
another or otherwise interfere with the pleasant relations which usually 
characterize a fam ily of m ulti-m illionaires „ <> . . Now  M r .  Clark" s 
home is at 2205 West Adams Street, Los Angeles, C a lifo rn ia . He has 
has spent an average of three to six weeks in Montana each year for the 
past 20  years.^
W .D . Mangam, a C lark  business associate, believed fam ily squabbles
led to Tally's taking steps to sell the C lark  property in M ontana. A power-
seeking b ro th er-in -law , Dr. Lewis Rutherford Morris of N ew  York, wanted a
controlling interest in the C lark  estate. However, C lark and his brother, Charles,
10
retained control, causing a split in the fam ily--sisters against brothers.
T a lly  realized the fam ily trouble would continue and the C lark  heirs 
could not survive in M ontana. He pressed for the sale o f the Montana properties 
to reduce the number o f issues over which the fam ily could fight and to preserve 
United Verde in Arizona .  ̂^
The pending sale was announced August 19 following a meeting of
12
directors of the C lark-M ontana Realty Company. Papers were signed
13
August 22 after 90 days of negotiations.
9
Helena Independent, July 12, 1928.
^ M a n g a m , op. c i t . ,  pp. 237 -238 .
^  Ib id ., p . 239 . United Verde was sold to Phelps Dodge Ca. in 1935.
^  Daily Missoulian, A ug . 19, 1928.
13 Ib id ., Aug. 23, 1928.
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The sale included the Butte M iner Publishing Company, Vfcbstern Lumber
Company, W .A . Clark and Brother Bank, Moulton M ining Company, Timber Butte
MilJing Company and the Butte Electric Street Railway, which included Columbia
14
Gardens, a park near Butte.
15A ll the heirs, including W oA . C lark J r . ,  signed the papers. But on
the day of the sale, C lark again charged the A C M  had persuaded the heirs to sell
and had encouraged them to object to the Northwest and M iner campaigns. C lark
said he expected to acquire new interests in Montana and promised he and his son,
W illiam  Andrews C lark I I I ,  would carry on the Clark name in M ontana. He also
16
announced plans to establish the Montana Free Press in Butte.
T a lly , who had handled the transactions, contradicted C la rk , saying
there had been no pressure to sell by the A C M . When the C lark heirs had
decided to sell, they had approached the most logical buyer— the Anaconda
17Copper M ining Company.
The A C M  papers reported that people believed
the transaction predicated increased activ ity  in / t h e  Buttey7 mining 
district with the growing possibilities throughout the state, in which 
the Anaconda Copper M ining Company has operated for so many years 
so the satisfaction and with complete confidence of the great mass of 
the c itizenry of the com m onw ealth ,^
^  Daily Northwest, Aug, 22, 1928. C lark arranged to keep his father*
mansion in Butte. He took ownership of surface rights only for $1.
^  D aily  Missoulian, Aug. 23, 1928.
^  Daily Northwest, Aug. 22, 1928.
^  Daily Missoulian, Aug. 23 , 1928,
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In a speech to, Butte c iv ic  clubs, C . F . K e lley , A C M  president, said
, 19the A C M  was "now one of the greatest organizations in the mining industry."
He said:
In view  of the importance of the transaction it is deemed proper to say 
that in assuming the management of the properties . . . .  the Anaconda 
company believes that by merging the respective operations with its 
own operations the interests acquired can be made not only profitable  
to it but w ill contribute more lasting and greater importance to the 
industrial prosperity of the state than under any other possible arrange­
m e n t .^
The speech brought C lark's immediate reply in the Northwest with the
headline, "Drunk W ith Power: A Friendly Talk With You, President K e lley ,
Upon Recent Happenings in Butte." Clark asked why K elley  had not mentioned
the reasons for the purchase in his speec. He charged the Company had taken
21
a loss in the purchase to silence the M in e r.
C la rk  said K elley  suggested the consolidation would mean prosperity
for Butte. Since 1906 when the A C M  had merged with the Heinze interests in
Butte and within the 16 years o f K elley 's  administration, real estate values in
22
Butte dropped 20 to 22 1 /2  per cent. Silver Bow County recently had dropped
23
from a second-class to a third-class district on the basis of assessment.
C lark also asked Kelley why he had addressed a group of "u ltra ­
conservative" Butte citizens a t a c iv ic  club gathering rather than addressing the
19 Ibid. 2 ° lb id .
^  Daily Northwest, A ug. 25, 1928
22
Ib id.
2 3 Butte M iner, June 30, 1928.
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masses from a theater or hotel balcony. F in a lly , he asked if control was Kelley's
24
"conception of c iv ic  responsibility."
The A C M  papers answered: "Those who have followed the frequent
diatribes of M r. C lark in his newspapers must know by his own published record
that he deliberately and maliciously lied to the people of M ontana ." In his
attack on the sale of the property "M r. Clark,through his Missoula spite organ,
seems deliberately attempting to create discord in the communities of Butte and
25
Missoula to serve his own selfish purpose."
The A C M  papers contended that if  C lark was so interested in the people
o f Montana he should not have sold out. They said the heirs had offered to sell
to C lark the Elm O rlu and Timber Butte interests, which he controlled, but Clark
26had decided not to buy them.
In "Another Friendly Letter To M r . K e lle y ,"  C lark said he had sold his
interests because the other heirs had begun negotiations for the sale soon after his
father's death. However, C lark  did not learn of the action until M ay, 1928.
He reiterated his allegation of collaboration between the other heirs and the
A C M . If he had held out against the heirs and obtained the rights to work the
entire Elm O rlu , he said, the A C M
could have given me 60 days' notice to reduce to an unprofitable  
minimum the concentrates o f the mill contracted to the Anaconda
^  Daily Northwest, Aug= 25, 1928.
Daily Missoulian, Aug. 30, 1928. 
26 Ibid.
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smelter, or notice o f abrogation o f the contract in its e n tire ty . In the 
circumstances it was perfectly clear to me . . . 1  was destined to be 
ground between the millstones of the Anaconda Company and the 
eastern h e i r s . 27
C lark  apparently had tried to call a meeting of the Cl ark-M ontana
Realty Company stockholders to obtain control o f  the company to buy the M in e r
in early July; however, he was unable to gather a majority of the stockholders.
The A C M  newspapers said the "departure" of two stockholders had prevented the 
28
meeting . C lark charged that the heirs, in collaboration with the A C M , had
"spirited" the stockholders away on an airplane two days before the scheduled
. 29
m eeting.
The A C M  papers charged C lark with unethical business practices in
announcing plans to establish another newspaper in Butte. They said° "When a
man sells out, it is neither usual nor ethical that he start into business immediately
30
as a competitor to the enterprise which he has sold*"
Although the editorial arguments over the sale subsided, C lark's pub­
lications never forgot it and continued to c ritic ize  the A C M  and to reprint the 
"open letters*"
In mid-September, 1928, the Missoula Public Service Company, which 
included aJJ power, lig h t, water and street ra ilw ay services in Missoula and a
^  Daily Northwest, Aug* 27, 1928.
^  Daily Missoulian, Aug. 30, 1928*
^  Daily Northwest, Aug. 27, 1928*
^  D aily  Missoulian, Aug. 30, 1928.
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central heating plant in tbe business district, was sold to the American Power and 
31Light Company. The Northwest charged the sale was "another step in the futile
32
effort to force 'W .A . C lark Jr. to quit his fight to restore Montana to the people" 
C lark , as he had promised, began obtaining other interests. In
. 3 3
October he acquired mining interests on the Madison River near V irg in ia  C ity .
He expanded the Northwest Publishing Company with acquisition of the Bureau of
34
Printing in Missoula, which added a job-printing plant to the Northwest.
In January, 1929, C lark bought a ll the stock in the Hansen Packing
Company of Butte except for shares owned by the president, W alter G .  Hansen.
Most of the stock was purchased from Charles J . K e lley , chairman of the board
35
of directors o f the Metals Bar^k«
When C lark  died in 1934, the value of his Montana properties was 
$ 3 ,7 7 3 ,5 5 4 .3 9 . 36
Daily Northwest, Sept. 18, 1928. In M ay, 1928, the Montana 
Power Company had merged with the American Power and Light Company. The 
Metals Bank of Butte, the A C M  bank, had handled the transaction and 
announced the merger.
^ I b i d . ,  Sept. 19, 1928.
33
Montana Free Press, O c t . 28, 1928.
^  Daily Northwest, December 21, 1928.
^  Daily Missoulian, Jan. 13, 1929.
^  Montana Standard (Butte), Aug. 20, 1935.
CHAPTER V I
THE 1928 PRIMARY ELECTION
The first candidates for the 1928 Montana primary election filed  in
m id-M ay and the Missoula D aily  Northwest began publication about the same tim e.
They thus entered a biennial game of company-anticompany tag lasting throughout
the summer and fa ll electoral campaigns and subsequent legislative session.
The Northwest, joining the Butte M iner on the antr-Company side,
urged in its first editorial the ouster of corporation influence from the state govern- 
1
ment. The A C M  newspapers responded with allegations C lark sought only per-
2
sonal political power and meant to repay politica l debts he owed in M ontana. 
Fearless politicians promised to rid the state of Company contro l.
Newsmen and politicians were the players in the game introduced to 
Montana by Marcus Daly and W illiam  Andrews C la rk . The party element in 
state affairs was elim inated when powerful interests had taken sides to achieve their
3
own goals. The Anaconda Copper M ining Company and the Montana Power 
Company plowed ahead, pressing a favorable climate for p ro fit. The opposition 
grappled to prevent the empire building that threatened the state.
b a i ly  Northwest, M ay 19, 1928.
?
Helena Independent, O c t . 18, 1928.
^Sanden, op. c i t . ,  p . 4 .
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Two Montana editors often quoted by the W illiam  Andrews C lark  J r. 
papers, Tom Stout o f Lewlstown and Dan Whetstone of Cut Bank, were politica l 
opposites but both strongly opposed Company influence in the state government 
and press
The C lark papers stood behind anti-Company candidates of both parties 
and before the primary told Republicans and Democrats for which candidates to
5
vote i f  they wanted to rid the state o f corporation contro l. The Helena
6
Independent categorized the candidates as "real men" and "bunk candidates-" 
ACM-supported candidates were Sam V . Stewart, Democrat, and
Charles H - ’W illiam , Republican, for U -S . Senate, and incumbent John E-
7Erickson, Democrat, and Lee Dennis, Republican,for governor-
C lark's candidates were Burton K . W heeler, Democrat, and Joseph M .
D ixon, Republican, for U .S . Senate, and Roy E. Ayers, Democrat, and W . J .
0
Paul, Republican, for governor.
The absence of news about announced anti-Com pany candidates in the 
A C M  newspapers created controversy throughout the primary campaign- The
^Although the Free Press chain generally held great respect for Tom 
Stout, the Lewisfown editor's support for Erickson caused the C lark papers much 
consternation- The papers asserted Stoute party loyalty  blinded him to Ericksonas 
A C M  ties- Stout died Dec- 26, 1965- Dan Whetstone died Feb» 5, 1966.
5 D aily  Northwest, July 13, 1928.
6 Helena Independent, July 16, 1928.
7 Ib id .
^ D aily  Northwest, July 13, 1928-
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9
D aily  Northwest said its "mission" was to break this system o f news suppression.
The Company press gave lit t le  attention to Sen. W .J .  Paul's announce­
ment he was a Republican candidate for governor. Paul had urged Montana to 
get rid of its "corporation-control led government a" The Northwest charged the 
"trust press" with ignoring the story completely or elim inating the part about 
freeing the government. ^
When Ayers announced his candidacy for governor, the Independent 
called the situation "amusing" and tagged Ayers as C lark's candidate . St saids 
"Several months ago Clark's Butte M iner stated on its editorial page that if  Judge
Ayers would run for governor against John E. Erickson, that newspaper would be
11
glad to assist him in raising a campaign fund,"
Independent alleged C la rk , who was in Europe, had given his
attorney, Jo L» Templeton, authority to a id  Ayers' campaign by "placing part of
the $ 40 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  C lark  fortune behind the Lewistown candidate . . . . W illie
C lark had one-fifth  o f this money--around $80 ,000  ,0 0 0 — and he proposes to
12spent as much as necessary to get politica l control of the state house."  The
Independentsaid°
The Roy Ayers candidacy is amusing— the platform is absurd.
It appears a piece o f petty spite work, engineered by W illie  Clark's  
newspaper staff in disappointment because Governor Erickson would 
not name J . L. Dobell, of the C lark interests, a member of the state
^ Ib id o , May 21, 1928. Ib id .
^  Helena Independent, M ay 2 2 , 1928.
12 Ibid.
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board of equalization that he might have a voice in passing on the 
C lark inheritance taxes and other assessments levied against the Clark■j q
corporation by the state. °
D obell/a  former Miner editor and later politica l writer for the new 
C lark papers, was secretary-treasurer of the state Democratic Central Committee. 
He had obtained letters of recommendation from W .A  . C la rk  J r. and his brother, 
Charles*W . C lark , for appointment to the tax commission in 1926. "When he was 
not appointed, Dobell charged the A C M  had influenced Erickson not to appoint 
him because of his connection with the C la r k s .^
Just before the primary election Governor Erickson released to the 
Company newspapers two letters he had received from C la rk . The first, intended 
to show there was no animosity between Erickson and C la rk , declined appoint­
ment as a representative to the 29th Annual Convention of the American M ining  
Congress. The second was Clark's request to appoint Dobell to the tax commission.
The Independent's page-one headline over the letters said: "Erickson's Refusal
15
to Name C lark Candidate on Tax Board Brought C lark  War on G overnor."
The governor said: "The only corporation threat I have ever received
is that of M r. C lark h im s e lf ." ^
In retaliation the M iner was distributed in Helena that week to te ll 
Dobell's story. The Independent said it believed Erickson had acted on his own
^3 Ibid. ^ D aily  Northwest, D ec. 29, 1928.
^ H e le n a  Independent, July 13, 1928.
16 Ibid.
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judgment and would not appoint a C lark man to the tax commission which deter­
mined C lark taxeso It said Dobell was not trained for such a post and recommended
17him for a job in publicity or the agriculture department«
The C lark papers claimed that elim ination of politica l news from state
papers was evidence the A C M  controlled the press. Ayers' speech to the Silver
Bow Democratic Club in early June was not reported in the Anaconda Standard.
This was the result of papers being edited from the A C M  offices on the sixth floor
18
of the Hennessy Building in B utte," according to the Clark papers.
The Northwest and M iner urged voters to defeat "every copper-collared  
candidate . , . at the July primary e le c tio n « The Northwest was established to
help in this f i g h t T h e  papers added: "The owner has no ambition for office or
, 19 aw ard ."
Gov o John Erickson was the target of intense personal attack during
the primary campaign „ Early in the campaign Erickson announced he would make
no speeches during the nomination campaign but would stand on his record in
seeking renomination „ The Northwest asked suggested Erickson was afraid  he
20might make the same promises a g a in »
The state debt had risen nearly $ 2 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0  during Erickson's term 
despite increased income from the mine-metals tax levied in 1924 and the
17 Ib id ., July 16, 1928.
^  D aily  Northwest, June 5 , 1928.
19 lb id ., June 8 , 192a 20 Ib id . ,  May 29, 1928.
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21
unexpected inheritance tax from the Senator C lark estate.
Erickson was attacked again in connection with the death of a patient
at the State Hospital at Warm Springs. The alleged beating and subsequent death
o f M atthew  Kokho was reported by the M iner but not by the A C M  papers. The
governor took no action following the incident, although he had been informed of 
22
the patient's death.
During the week before the primary e lection , the Clark papers carried
John Powers' editorial cartoons, many on page one, depicting A C M  control of the
press, the governor and the entire state government. One showed an Anaconda
. 2 3
snake coiled around the ballot box with a voter swinging a sword at it .
The C lark papers emphasized that A C M  operations in Montana were
controlled from a N ew  York office in the same way nine of the state's newspapers
were edited from A C M  headquarters in Butte. The Northwest said.
Montana's overlords of industry with headquarters at 25 Broadway,
N ew  York, w ill soon be in Montana on their summer vacations.
They expect to remain with us long enough to choose our governor, 
and United States senator and then to return and report to the man 
higher up they have earned their vacations by delivering Montana to 
Big Business. O f course there is a bare chance that things w ill be
O  A
different this year. 4
Clark's newspapers claimed victory following the primary; Burton K . 
W heeler, Joseph M . Dixon and W ellington D . Rankin had been nom inated. 
Although G o v . John Erickson had won renomination on the Democratic ticke t,
21 22
Ibid. Ib id ., Ja |y 16, 1928.
23  Ib id ., July 11, 1928. 2 4 Ib id ., June 4 , 1928
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the race between Ayers and Erickson had been so close that it was several days
before the results were confirmed. The Northwest proclaimed: "The end of
25
Company rule in Montana is in sight."
A ll Northwest-supported candidates won in Missoula, and the news-
26paper urged similar response in Novem ber.
An Associated Press report of the primary credited the C lark papers
with Roy Ayers' near-success:
S ilver Bow County (Butte) almost snowed under Governor 
Erickson's bid for a second term. In that county and in Missoula 
papers published by W .A . C lark Jr. had pressed a vigorous cam­
paign against him . Leaving Silver Bow with an adverse majority  
o f 4 ,6 1 5 , the governor ran with majorities in 46 o f the state's 
56 counties, slowly accumulated a lead that his advisers anticipated  
would reach somewhere around 500 .^7
A letter solicited by the Northwest from Joseph Me Dixon, Republican
candidate for the U .S . Senate, was printed in a two-column box on the paper's
front page and was headed: "M uzzled  Press Deplored by Dixon; Says C la rk ’s
Papers Beat Company." In the letter Dixon charged newspapers in four cities
with not publishing news of his appearances. He also attributed the Erickson
28
defeat in places where C lark  papers were circulated to those papers.
In an ed ito ria l, the Northwest quoted a letter from a Kalispell man 
who said he had "never seen such a display of power of the press as that of thfc
25  Ib id ., July 18, 1928. 26 Ib id ., July 19, 1928.
27
Associated Press, The Havre D a ily  News-Promoter, July 20, 1928. 
Clark's M iner had the AP franchise in Butte until A ug. 22, 1928.
^  Daily Northwest, July 24, 1928.
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Butte M iner and D aily  Northwest in their two-handed newspaper cam­
paigning . . . The Northwest commented that "with oneotber daily  news 
paper in eastern Montana in the fight the result would have been a tremendous
29
lands! ide ."
W ithin a week following the primary, evidence was found of tampering 
with ballots in S ilver Bow County. Governor Erickson had been credited with
100 more votes in one precinct than he actually  received. The actual number of
votes was 53 rather than 153 as had been reported. Although the corrected count
gave Ayers a wider edge in Butte, the statewide returns nominated Erickson as
30
Democratic candidate for governor.
The Northwest charged A C M  representatives in G reat Falls with having
paid a number of persons $5 a day "for reasons which were not c le a r ."  The
paper said Ayers* supporters claimed Cascade County alone contained enough
31
fraud to turn the state election results.
The Northwest predicted the possibility of a grand-jury investigation  
of election fraud in Cascade County. The story said 90 per cent of the judges 
and clerks in the county were employes o f two large corporations and that they 
had been told i f  the election did not go right they would be looking for new
32
jobs. However, no more was mentioned about the Cascade primary.
30 Ib id ., July 21 , 1928. 
32 Ib id ., July 24 , 1928.31 Ib id ., July 23 , 1928.
CHAPTER V I I
THE 1928 C A M P A IG N  A N D  ELECTIONS  
A STUDY OF EDITORIAL V IEW PO INTS
Editorial squabbling between the W«Ao Clark and A C M  newspapers 
generated by the primary election in Ju ly, 1928, was followed by the usual p o li­
tical lu l l .  The Clark papers occasionally critic ized  what they termed the "kept 
press." The A C M  journals retaliated with attacks on C lark but did not deny they 
were Company-owned.
Quarrels over the C lark estate sale kept the papers live ly  during the 
summer, and as the general election neared the politica l battle began again .
The C lark papers, previously independent, became Republican. The 
Company, Democratic since the days of the copper kings,,  ̂ maintained that 
politica l alignm ent.
Montana had been governed by Democrats from 1900 to 1920. Its
governors had favored allocation of federal lands and property for private develop-
2
ment, and during this period Montana's large corporations were developed.
A hint of Clark's changed philosophy appeared in the Northwest in a 
o n e-lin e  comment saying the defeat o f T .A .  Marlowe,president of the Company 
bank in Helena, for national committeeman was evidence the Republican
______ _ ____
The Montana Almanac (Missoula: University o f Montana Press, 1957),
p .  116.
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3
organization in Montana was free o f the A C M . Thereafter the C lark papers gave
strongest support to Republican candidates.
Following the primary the C lark papers turned against Burton K .
’W heeler, whom they had supported for renomination for the U .S . Senate. Before
the primary, the Northwest had said that contrary to what other persons said,
4
'Wheeler was strong in western M ontana.
The Northwest quoted a N ew  York Evening W orld story that said the
copper companies would try to get rid of Wheeler in the e lec tion . J f successful,
according to the World, they would try to oust Montana's other U .S . senator,
5
Thomas J . W alsh, in the next e le c tio n .
A t the same time the Helena Independent charged W heeler with having
induced Arizona Senator Henry Ashurst to read the World comment into the
Congressional Record to be published and distributed in Montana at government 
6
expense.
Following the primary, the A C M  papers indicated they had chosen the 
lesser of two evils in the senatorial race between Joseph M . Dixon and W heeler, 
and they began supporting W heeler.^  The Clark papers immediately branded 
W heeler a Company m an. The Free Press quoted Wheeler as having said in an
3 D aily  Northwest, Aug. 31, 1928.
^ Ib id ., June 8 , 1928. ^ Ib id . ,  M ay 23, 1928.
^ Helena Independent, May 17, 1928.
7 Ib id ., July 20, 1928.
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earlier campaign i " If  you ever see . . . any of the trust papers supporting me
8
you w ill know I have sold out to the Anaconda
Just before the e lec tion , 150,000 copies o f the Producers News, a 
Plentywood w eekly, were circulated to advocate “Wheeler's defeat- The news­
paper was one of several weeklies the Clark papers often quoted- In a front­
page lead story, the Northwest questioned why Wheeler had not sued for libel if
9
comments about him in the Producers News were not true.
^M ontana Free Press, O c t-  20 , 1928., In 1920 Dixon and Wheeler 
faced one another for governor. "Dixon's platform was the promise to seek 
revision of the mining taxation laws; Wheeler adopted the aims of the N on­
partisan League and the Labor League a" Both were "liberal,both dangerous and 
both unbuyable" by the Company- However, W heeler then was more feared and 
he was defeated- W hile  governor, Dixon prepared In itiative  28 on mine taxa­
tion under which "mines with gross production of less than $ 100,000  should be 
exempt, but set up graduated tax on mines which produced more than $ 100, 000 , 
a tax ranging from one-fourth of one per cent to a maximum o f one per cent-"  
Montana voters approved the in itia tive  in November, 1924, which greatly . 
increased the A C M  tax- However, Dixon was defeated for re -e le c tio n - Dixon's 
defeat has been credited to a strong A C M  campaign against him . See Toole,
p  - 2 2 2  -
9D aily  Northwest, N ov- 5 , 1928. Economic unrest among agricultural 
interests in Sheridan County led the Nonpartisan League and Socialist groups to 
form the People's Publishing C o- in 1918 and to found the Producers N ew s- 
Charles E- "Red Flag" Taylor, who had edited a socialist publication in 
International Falls, M in n ., was selected by Nonpartisan League headquarters in 
Minnesota to edit the new Plentywood paper. Taylor hailed Marx and Lenin as 
prophets- Taylor was among successful politicians supported by the paper from 
1918 to 1926- Taylor's popularity continued after the party fa iled - In 1921 the 
Nonpartisan League was transformed into the Farmer-Labor party. The paper's 
campaigns often were contrived. "During its 19 years it launched campaigns of 
out-and-out libel against dozens of persons, o f whom many had no means of figh t­
ing back- These attacks maintained constant and widespread fear in the area, a 
feeling of absolute certainty that any man who opposed or offended the Taylorites 
would be abused and possibly destroyed." Toward the end, the Producers News 
was supported directly  by the Communist party and Taylor was dismissed because
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The Free Press became involved in a libel suit arising from campaign
charges. In editorials October 19 and 26, the paper charged the A G M  bank in
Helena had forced A .B . Cook o f  Townsend to sell his herd of registered Herefords
10because he supported W ellington D . Rankin for governor.
Cook sold his herd for $ 470 ,000 , settling a "loan of $235 ,000  with the
copper company's bank at Helena that put the screws on him and leaves him in the
clear with something more than $230 , 0 0 0 ."
The Free Press said Cook was warned to stop supporting Rankin. When
Cook refused to y ie ld , the bank demanded payment. The paper thought " . . .
this incident worthy of the serious consideration of businessmen as the campaign
approaches a close. It marks a stage in the extension of the one-man town idea
in Butte to the one-man state. It is up to the voters to break this system on
12
November 6 . It can be done by electing Rankin ."
he was not radical enough. See Charles V index, "Radical Rule in M o n tan a ," 
Montanas the Magazine of Western History, X V I I I ,  N o ..-1, January, 1968, 
pp. 2 -1 8 . The Nonpartisan League grew strong in Montana by 1918 because the 
political clim ate had seen the Democratic party "predominately conservative."
The League was "perfectly w illing to operate w ithin the context of e ither major 
party just as the Anaconda Company d id ."  See Toole, p. 219.
^  Daily Missoulian, O c t. 28, 1928.
11
Montana Free Press, O c t . 19, 1928. The editorial writer was 
rather misinformed about livestock. He mourned the sale of thetHerefords "at a 
time when we are working to build the dairy industry in this s ta te ."
^^ Ibid.
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The Helena bank filed  suit in Lewis and C lark District Court October 27
13
for $2 50 ,00 0  actual damages and $ 100,000  exemplary damages.
T . A o M arlow e, president of the N ational Bank of Montana, called  
the editorials a "vicious, unjust and uncalled for attack upon the banko" He 
said the "bank's fa ir, honest and just treatment of its borrowers has been ch al­
lenged by a newspaper which evidently knows nothing of its f f i i e  bank'jy7 business
I J  , . Uor methods.'
The complaint said the Montana Free Press wanted readers to believe  
the Helena bank was subservient to the A C M  and that its patrons were expected 
to follow  the Company's po litical lin e . It further said the defendant knew the 
charges were false and Rankin's candidacy had nothing to do with the bank's 
foreclosure.
The bank said it attempted to collect from Cook in October and
November, 1927, long before Rankin announced his candidacy. Cook had
requested postponements o f a t r ia l . The bank held as collateral 425 ,000  shares
o f stock Cook owned in the N ew  Gould M ining Company. The complaint stated
that the bank could have seized the stock and sold it for $42 ,500  or Cook could
have borrowed the money elsewhere to pay the debt, but he decided to sell his 
16
herd instead.
^ D aily  Missoulian, O c t. 28, 1928.
^4 Ibid. ^  Ibid
16 ibid.
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Finally,, "p la in tiff further alleges that the defendant, Montana Free
Press, was organized by the said W .A  „ C lark J r . and his associates for the obvious
purpose o f being used as a vehicle for forwarding the po litica l activ ities in the
state of Montana of the said defendant W „A . C lark  J r ."  The bank said transac-
. 1 7tions between it  and C lark  were in no way po litica l dealings,,
The suit did not deter the C lark papers from further comment on the
Cook controversy., On October 31 the Free Press praised Cook for not giving in
to the A C M  and said Cook's advertisement in that issue would appear in a ll state
18
weeklies and some dailies.
The ad, directed to " N o t-a -M in u te  Mar love, "contended Cook's 
trouble had started two years before when he had been encouraged to seek the 
Republican nomination for governor. Cook claimed he later had asked for an 
extension on his loan and Marlowe had replied, "N o t a m inute. N ot a minute 
Then Cook had helped elect John W . Schnitzler to the Republican N ational Com ­
m ittee, a post Cook claimed Marlowe had wanted. This led to the loan's fo re - 
19
closure
A story and the same ad appeared in the Free Press November 4 , two
20 . . 2.1 
days before the general e lec tio n . An editorial also appeared in the Northwest.
^  Ibid.
^ Montana Free Press, O c t . 31, 1928.
1 9 lbid. 20 Ib id ., N o v . 4, 1928
2  ̂ Daily Northwest, N o v . 1, 1928.
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The libel suit went to trial February 10, 19300 Judgment was rendered
22
February 24 and the p la in tiff was awarded $2*
Montana's education system became entangled in the campaign with
Clark's allegations the Company controlled the University. As part of the feud
that began with publication of two Clark letters to the governor, the C lark papers
published a letter written by M elvin A .  Brannon, chancellor o f the University 
23
system =>
The letter to WaB. C arro ll, a faculty applicant at the Montana School
of Mines in Butte, requested a recommendation from Reno Sales, A C M  geologist,
24
before Carroll's application could be considered„
Front-page stories asked what clearer evidence there could be of Com­
pany control of higher education in M ontana. They said the chancellor was 
selected because he was supposed to be able to determine whether applicants were
qualified  for teaching positions; however, he was relying on a Company o ffic ia l
25
to make the sel ection .
The Northwest also charged the A C M  with stifling intellectual thought 
and research at the University of Montana. Two U M  faculty members, Sidney Ho 
Cox, professor of English, and Dr, Louis Levine, professor of economics, had been 
fired . The C lark papers alleged Cox had been fired when the Butte Company
22
Personal letter from David R. Kemp, C lerk of District Courts 
N o v . 1 8 , 1964 o
^ D aily  Northwest, July 16, 1928.
24  Ib id . 25 ,b id „
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papers complained of an objectionable phrase in The Frontier, U M  literary
magazine, and Levine was dismissed when he published— against Company wishes—
26a book about taxation of mines, written a t the request of University chancellor
Edward C . Elliott.,
The C lark papers charged other University faculty members were
frightened to speak out because of possible Cbmpany suppression . In the summer
of 1928, Robert L. Housman of the UM  journalism faculty was traveling in
Montana to collect information for a history of journalism in the state. The
Northwest reprinted a Butte M iner editorial which asked if the history would
include the story o f Company control of the Montana press and why Housman
was writing the history rather than Dean A .L .  Stone o f the journalism school.
It said Company control of the press was a v ita l part o f the state's journalism
history and " if  Housman fails to record it he w ill reveal a wide yellow  streak
27
not unknown in higher educational circles,," Regarding the situation it saids
Ibid, A ug . 2 1 , 1928, The N ew  Northwest, the D aily  Northwest8; 
predecessor, defended Levine. Publication of Levine's study ired the Company 
which threatened the University's appropriations would be cut if  Levine was not 
fired . E llio tt ordered U M  president E. O . Sisson to suspend Levine. Public 
sentiment, aroused by the press, was so great that Levine was reinstated. See 
Lyle E. Harris, "Craighead's N ew  Northwests The Defense of Louis Levine,"  
Montana Journalism Review, N o . 11, 1968, pp. 45-48 ; Arnon G utle ld , . "The 
Levine A ffa ir; A Case Study in Academic Freedom," unpublished mimeograph 
report (copy in the library of the School of Journalism, University o f M ontana).
27 Ibid. Housman's research was for his University of Missouri doctoral 
dissertation, "Early Montana Territorial Journalism As a Reflection of the 
American Frontier in the New  Northwest," He did not write of the Company 
newspaper control, but concentrated on the founding of journalism in M ontana.
He said: " . . .  the d ifficu lty  is that the truthful picture of the ensuing period
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Dean Stone isn't looking for the ax , which, assuredly, would be 
swung on his neck if  he ventured to write a truthful history o f Montana 
journalism. Hence the job is taken over by Housman, who tackles it 
with the reckless bravado of youth. If he writes a ll that wise Dean 
Stone knows he w ill be hiking out o f Missoula before the first snow
m elts.28
Much campaign bickering revolved around Wellington D . Rankin and
G o v . John Erickson . The Company papers charged C lark  was supporting Rankin
to repay obligations. In 1921 C lark's Montana tax assessment rose on stock in
the United Verde mining interest in Arizona . The action was appealed to the
State Board of Equalization and Attorney General Rankin's vote decided the case
in Clark's favor. This "w ill amply explain to the people of Montana the reason
29
for certain interesting politica l developments in the s tate ," the Missoulian sa id .
The Independent claimed Rankin had helped C lark save $3 m illion in
S ilver Bow County and claimed the meeting at which the question arose was one
30
o f the few Rankin attended.
The Northwest, replying on its front page that "Facts Show Distorted 
Charge to Be U ntru e ," said double taxation had been found in similar cases heard 
at the time involving A C M  president C .F °  Kelley and Montana Power president 
John D . Ryan. The Northwest asked if the Clark papers were supporting Rankin
in Montana is not ascertainable at this tim e . The fires from beneath the smelter 
are out, but the m etal, in cauldrons beneath its quiescent surface, is still too 
hot for analysis from which to achieve a scientific historic assay; to ascertain 
the tru th . 1 See Housman, pp. 147-148.
28  Ib id.
^ D aily  Missoulian, O c t . 20, 1928
38He!ena Independent, O c t . 18, 1928.
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supporting Rankin because of past favors, why weren't the Company papers sup- 
porting him for similar reasons0
Campaign charges grew petty and personal as the Independent main­
tained Rankin's only qualification for office was graduation from Oxford U niver­
sity c "There is probably no young man in the state who is so conspicuous for his 
shortage of the fundamental principles o f business as M r . Rankin , 11 jt said. "He' 
does not know how to handle his own money, and when he earns a big fee, it
disappears like  the weekly allowance of a school boy . „ . . He is just waste- 
32
fu L "
The Northwest said rumors were circulating that Rankin never was able
to meet his debts and obligations but it offered little  defense for him. It asked
if  Governor Erickson were any better and answered i "He's not in debt but the 
33
state is ."
The Free Press said it knew nothing of Rankin's finances but knew he 
was "effic ient and honest." It went further to says "We would a thousand times
^  Daily Northwest, N o v . 3, 1928.
oo
Helena Independent, O c t . 3, 1928. Rankin attended Oxford  
University briefly  but was neither a Rhodes Scholar nor a graduate as the 
Independent frequently im plied. The error had been made in the early 1920s 
and never corrected. Sen. T . J . Walsh referred to Rankin as an Oxford graduate 
in a speech before the Democratic convention in 1928. That remark probably 
was the source of the Independent's error. Rankin, a wealthy Helena attorney, 
had extensive land holdings when he died in 1966. Most persons would dispute 
his lack of business sense.
33 Daily Northwest, O c t. 22, 1928.
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rather have a c lean, honest, capable, courageous man like  M r. Rankin for
governor o f Montana than a subservient jellyfish who never makes an important
34
decision without the authority o f the overlords of the Anaconda Company.
The C lark papers charged Erickson with investing in the newly developed
Kevin oil fields while he was being housed and paid by the state and the Company
was doing his th inking. In contrast, it said, Rankin spent money in the state and
. 3 5
he performed his o ffic ia l duties above private gain .
The Independent said the governor had renewed the oil lease he held
on state land under a clause prepared by former Attorney General Rankin and
36
approved by former G ov. Joseph M .  D ixon.
The Missoulian charged Rankin did not listen to or work closely with
his associates at the C ap ito l, addings "Frequently because of controversies in
37
which he participated, the business of the state suffered."
Rankin repeatedly lambasted the state highway commission and O .S .  
’Warden, publisher of the G reat falls Tribune and a commission member, with 
charges that three miles of highway leading to Warden's summer home northeast
o f Great Falls had been paved, while 11 miles between Armington and Raynesford
38
on the main route to Lewistown were still mud and gumbo.
3 4 Montana Free Press, O c t. 18, 1928 
3 ^ D a i l y  Northwest, O c t. 22, 1928.
3^ Helena Independent, N o v . 1, 1928 
3^ D aily  Missoulian, N o v . 4, 1928. 
38 Daily Northwest, N o v . 2 , 1928.
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The Independent said the 2 .8 -m ile  section of road to which Rankin
referred was more than 50 miles from the Warden cabin and that the road near the
39
cabin was paved with federal and county funds, not state highway funds.
\
The Independent charged that Rankin wanted to overthrow a 10-year 
road-building program put into effect by the previous leg islature. "Now  comes 
"Wellington Do Rankin, Helena lawyer and chronic o ffice  seeker, and puts for­
ward the proposition that if  elected governor of the state he w ill disrupt the entire
road-building program and build the roads just as he damn pleases." Rankin
40would lose federal road funds for the state, the Independent said.
Wheeler assailed Rankin for critic iz ing  the bipartisan highway commi-
41
sion, saying these attacks, more than anything, were hurting Rankin’s cause.
Sen. Thomas J . Walsh said Rankin's election would be an "expensive
and disappointing experim ent." If there were any serious criticism of Erickson's
administration, the senator said, "it could not have escaped the opposition press"
42
and would have come to his a ttention .
In a front-page ed ito ria l, the Missoulian summarized the opinions of 
the A C M  papers? "Guided by M r. C la rk , young M r. Rankin has been guilty of 
publicly making statements that are proved untrue by the records." It charged he
39 Daily Northwest, N o v . 2, 1928.
40  Ib id ., O c t .  23, 1928.
4  ̂ D aily  Missoulian, O c t . 21, 1928 
42 Ib id ., O c t .  24, 1928.
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was not careful with facts, especially in censuring the highway commission„
"The people of the state know what M r. Erickson has done," the Missoulian said.
"N o t even the prophets themselves dare predict what M r . Rankin might do with
43the powers of the governorship divided between himself and W .A . C lark  J r."
The Northwest charged that state employes were driving state cars
w hile campaigning fo r Erickson. It said: "Their gas was paid for by taxpayers,
44they were staying at good hotels a t public expense and drawing fat salaries."
Although the afternoon C lark newspapers halted their campaign cover­
age the day before the e lection , the Company papers carried their vehemence 
onto the front pages of their e lection-day issues. The Independent brought out 
its largest headline type for three major po litical stories: "G o v . Erickson
Scores H eavily  in Missoula, " "Wheeler Closes Battle in Butte, Urges Loyal 
Support for Governor" and "W ailing Wellington Gnashes Ivories at Wicked
45
Montana Corporations."
Decisions in the general election were clear after the first votes had 
been counted. Governor Erickson had defeated Rankin, and Wheeler had
46
retained his Senate seat over Dixon's b id . Erickson won by 33 ,858  votes,
43
Ib id ., O c t . 31, 1928.
44
Daily Northwest, N o v . 2 , 1928.
45
Helena Independent, N o v . 6 , 1928.
46 Ellis Waldron, An Atlas o f Montana Politics Since 1864 
(Missoula: University of Montana Press, 1958), p . 226.
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'W heeler by 1 2 ,4 70 . They were the only Democrats elected in the statewide 
races. A ll other posts, including the then partisan Supreme Court judgeships,
„ . 48
were won by Republicans.
Republicans outnumbered Democrats more than 2-1  in both houses of 
49
the legislature.
Although Dixon lost, he carried Missoula and Yellowstone counties
50
where C lark papers were distributed. The vote difference was fewer than 100 
between Wheeler and Dixon in Dixon's home county of Missoula, but the
51
Northwest took credit for convincing people that Dixon was the right man.
Seven counties favored Rankin for governor but none would have been 
52
affected by the C lark papers.
47 Ib id ., p . 222 . 48 Ib id . , pp. 224.
4 ^Montana Free Press, Jan. 6 , 1928.
^H/Valdron, op. c i t . ,  p . 223.
^  Daily Northwest, N o v . 7 , 1928 
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Waldron, op. c i t . ,  p. 2 2 1 .
CHAPTER V I I !
COVERAGE OF THE 2IST LEGISLATURE;
JA N U A R Y-M A R C H , 1929
The Daily Northwest of Missoula and the Montana Free Press of Butte
assigned four reporters to cover the 21st Montana Legislative Assembly, which
convened in Helena January 6 , 1929. They set up headquarters on the m ezza-
1
nine of the Placer Hotel where the legislators gathered after daily  sessions.
The newspapers announced the staff was "prepared to give Montana
2
people the most complete news service ever offered on a Treasure State assembly. 1 
The papers invited legislators and the public to visit the newsmen and become
acquainted with the papers "which have set a new standard in Montana journ- 
3
alism ="
Other correspondents covering the legislature represented the 
Montana Record-Herald of Helena, the Helena Independent, Butte Post, Montana 
Standard of Butte, G reat Falls Tribune and the Associated Press.
Before the legislature opened, the Free Press pledged its independence 
in reporting the proceedings. The pledge was reprinted in the Northwest.
 ̂ D a ily  Northwest, Jan. 7 , 1928.
^ Ib id . ^ Ib id .
^Editor & Publisher Yearbook, (1929), p . 188.
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Borrowing a phrase from the N ew  York Times, the Free Press promised "to print
'a ll the news that is f it  to print..' " It said it was interested in the prosperity of
the state, determined to merit and hoped to reap the benefits of newspaper success.
"The test w ill lie  in the value of the service it gives and in the public apprec ia -
5tion thereof."  Its service would be "to rid the capitol of extraneous contro l."
The papers fu lfille d  their promise of extensive legislative coverage.
Kenneth R. Hammaker, regular capitol reporter, was assigned to cover the
House; W alter I .  Shay was assigned to the Senate. Larry Dobell wrote a daily
column, "Sidelines a t H e lena ," and other interpretive and opinionated pieces.
Dobell had been offered a position as po litica l writer with a Company
paper in the fa ll of 1928. However, he accepted a similar job with the C lark
papers. Following the primary e lection , DobelJ had resigned his office with the
Democratic central committee in opposition to G o v . John E. Erickson's renom i- 
S
nation .
Governor Erickson and the "be-diamonded" lobby were the brunt of 
Dobell's column. His first column said the "capitol has been temporarily removed 
from the sixth floor of the Hennessy block /J n  Butte/7, to its legal and rightful site 
in Le wis and C lark C ounty." He set the stage for the legislative session by
^ D aily  Northwest, D ec. 29, 1928.
^ Montana Free Press, D ec. 26, 1928.
7 Ibid.
® Ibid. Aug. 10, 1928. Dobell served in the House of Representatives 
as a Democrat in the 12th session, 1911.
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naming some Anaconda and Montana Power lobbyists who regularly attended
assembly meetings. He named more later, but among the early arrivals were
9
D .M .  K e lly , “W ill Rae, Frank Bird,George Scott and Al Wilkinson.
Dobell said legislators were "annoyed by the horde of Anaconda 
Company lobbyists now in Helena" and were talking about hurrying a lobby regis­
tration b ill through. He suggested the lobbyists might be required to wear uni­
forms to make them readily recognizable, and as an indication of years of service
to the Company they could wear colored stripes on their sleeves. "The color of
10
the uniform ," he said, "would be bright copper."
In another column he saids " It is understood that the citizens of
Helena are quite appreciative of the efforts of the lobby as it has relieved them
to a large extent of entertaining these outside visitors from from every county in 
11
M ontana."
He said the lobbyists were genial and hospitable entertainers but there
was less drinking among legislators than during past sessions. Such temperance
bothered the lobbyists because it made their work "tw ice as hard." A "serious
and sober-minded legislator is not as like ly  to forget his duty to his constituents 
12
as the other k in d ."
Dobell wondered how many legislators were A C M  employes. He said 
the Company usually influenced its employes to run from every county, including
9 Ib id ., Jan. 7 , 1929. 10 Ib id ., Jan. 9, 1929.
11 Ib id ., Jan . 26 , 1928. 12 Ib id ., Feb. 12, 1929
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the w idely known Company-dominated counties o f Cascade, Deer Lodge and
Silver Bow= Those employes could introduce legislation favorable to the Company
without receiving the attention directed toward measures introduced by legislators
13
from Company-dominated towns, Dobell said.,
Few Company projects or activ ities escaped Dobell's n o tice . For
instance, he discussed an A C M  sheep ranch between Butte and Anaconda and the
. . . 14
migration of lobbyists to a Montana Woo I growers Association meeting in Billings.
He suggested that the retirement of Sam Goza from the board of d irec­
tors of the Company bank in Helena might be linked to Goza's friendship with 
A . B .  Cook, who the Clark papers had charged was forced out of business by the
bank . 13
Dobell said he was awaiting the postmaster appointment in Butte to
determine Company influence over Sen. Burton K . W heeler. The columnist sus­
pected Wheeler would help get the job for an A C M  man.
A major goal of the lobbyists was to prevent legislation to abolish dog 
racing in Butte, Dobell asserted. The dog track was Company-owned. He claimed 
church people had urged Governor Erickson to recommend legislation to ban dog- 
racing, but the Company had found out and "scored first blood in the matter"
17
because the governor did not mention gambling in his message to the legislature. 
Governor Erickson's entire speech was a wellspring for Dobell
3 Ib id ., Jan. 11, 1929. 14 Ib id ., Jan. 17, 1929
15 Ib id ., Jan. 22, 1929 16 Ibid
17 Ib id ., Jan. 10, 1929.
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throughout the session. In discussing it ,  Dobell said, "of the few really  pathetic
figures in the politica l history o f M ontana, he /Ericksojo7 fills about the most
18
conspicuous p lace ."
Dobell said the governor had a "benevolent" and "kind" appearance 
and a "pleasant" voice that could make the "most common platitudes sound 
impressive." But anyone who had heard his address, he said, recognized its
19
"paucity o f ideas, lack o f a ll progressive thought and its worn-out phrases."
Dobell said Erickson was a follower who always was looking for someone to tell
him what to do, and it was no wonder the A C M  had taken the opportunity to 
20
advise h im .
Dobell praised Erickson for recommending a revised workmen's com­
pensation b ill in his message, but the columnist credited Wellington D . Rankin with 
bringing the issue ta> public attention in his gubernatorial platform. Dobell said
the A C M  apparently believed it no longer could delay a revision of the b ill and
21
decided- to support i t .
The C lark editors said the governor's message offered no solution to 
Montana's financial problem but merely described conditions in the state. The 
Northwest contended Erickson contradicted himself when he said Montana taxes
18 Ib id ., Jan. 9 , 1929. 19 Ib id .
20 Ibid-. , Jan-. 23 , 1929.
O  1
Ibid-., Jan-. 9, 1929.- Rankin died June 4 , 1966, following surgery 
at the Mayo C lin ic  in Rochester, M inn . He was 81. See Missoula (M o n t.)  
Missoulian, June 5 , 1966r p . 1.
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22
were too heavy.
Dobell said the generalities in Erickson's message were well calculated
because no one knew better than the A C M  how unpopular a governor could become
23
if he supported a tax increase.
Taxes to revive the general fund, which was $3 m illion in debt, soon
became the focal point of Dobell's column. He suggested the A C M  should pay
the $3 m illion directly  to the state because the Company was responsible for the
debt. The Company would be able to make the payment, he said, because it had
bragged when it acquired the C lark  estate that the purchase price was only a
tr if le . M oreover, the A C M  frequently spent that amount for new machinery and
equipment. Dobell said the Company could withhold a few dollars from each
24
stockholder's dividends to revive the state funds.
In late January the Independent, the Company's spokesman to the legis­
lators, said “ALL property should be assessed at its actual value for ALL pur­
poses . . . ."  Dobell called that the Company's most important statement con­
cerning taxation and “the most praiseworthy thing the corporation has done in
years." Dobell praised James R. Hobbins, manager of A C M  affairs in Montana,
25
for the change of po licy .
His praise, however, was shortlived, because a week later the session’s 
major land classification b ill came before the House. House Bill 42 would
22 Ibid. 23 Ib id ., Feb. 4 , 1929.
24 Ib id . ,  Jan . 21, 1929 25 Ib id ., Feb. 1, 1929.
classify a ll property at increased value and Class 1 property at full and true value
The measure did not include mines taxes on the full value of net proceeds under
the Mine M etals  Tax L a w .^
Dobell charged the mines had "overlooked11 paying the metals ta x .
The "be-diamonded lobby," however, was working "night and day to put over 
27
HB42„" Dobell previously had suggested in his column that mining companies
should be assessed and taxed on full value based on stock value, a revision that
could be achieved through a constitutional amendment,, If such legislation were
28
enacted, the M ine M etals Tax could be lifted , he said.
HB42, approved by a small majority in the House, was defeated in the
Senate 12-2 0 Dobell and the C lark  editors rejoiced and praised the legislators
for seeing through the Company schemes„ They said there was hope Montana was
rising out of the grasp of A C M  control and suggested the A C M  lobby was losing 
29
its strength o
Dobell commented^ "This can be counted as victory N o . 1 for the
common people of this commonwealth." He said the consensus now was to keep
the state in debt, addings "It would be simply the same thing as pouring money
30
down a rat hole „ „ . ."
Following the defeat of HB42, the Independent restated its support for
26 Ib id ., Feb. 7 , 1929. 27 Ib id .
28 Ib id ., Jan . 24, 1929. 29 Ib id ., Feb. 13, 1929.
30 Ib id ., Feb. 14, 1929.
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taxation of ALL property. The Northwest said the paper did not mention mines
and mine property "but ignores them, hoping and believing that the statement
31
w ill be accepted by unthinking people."
The Northwest later charged the Independent with using its "diatribe"
32
to blame the defeat o f HB 42 on the Republican majority in the legislature.
U tilit ie s , the Montana Power in particular, were c ritic ized  by the
C lark  papers during the tax struggle. A proposed tax would have been placed
on use of public streams by the companies.
The sale of Montana Power to American Power and Light in 192B had
amounted to $ 5 1 ,2 9 6 ,2 8 1 . The tax commission later assessed the tax value of
33
the company at $ 3 6 ,7 0 3 ,0 0 0 .
A Northwest editorial saids
This commission cut down its assessments of public u tilities  
from 1923 to 1926, although the public utilities were prospering, 
more than the county assessors were compelled by the bad times 
for farmers to reduce farm property assessments.
The Northwest charged the governor and the tax commission with
"suffering from copper paralysis . . . neither Governor Erickson nor his tax
35
commission is worth a red cent to the legislature in this em ergency."
During the legislative session the A C M  papers and the C lark papers 
agreed on two topics—-more money for the University system and a new state
31 Ib id , Feb. 15, 1929. 3 3 March 8, 1929.
33 Ib id ., Feb. 18, 1929 . 34 Ib id ., Feb. 15, 1929.
35 Ib id .,  Feb. 12, 1929.
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historical lib ra ry . That year approval was given to open Northern Montana
36 37
College in Havre and to build and furnish the historical library..
36 The Montana Alm anac, p. 301 .
^  House Journal of the Twenty-First Legislative Assembly o f the
State of Montana (Helena: State Publishing C o ., 1929), p„ 491 .
CHAPTER IX
CLARK SELLS OUT
Employes and readers o f the D aily  Northwest in Missoula were told  
on the eve of the paper's first anniversary that the paper would cease with 
issue. The paper, calling itself a "lusty ch ild --grow ing fast," had observed 
its first anniversary prematurely May 16 and 17. It had said?
The management o f the Daily Northwest has no fear that future 
birthdays w ill not show healthy growth and progress. If it is built on 
right principles it cannot fa il to reach ultimate success.^
But on Saturday afternoon, May 18, without prior notice to his 
employes, W .A .  C lark announced in the Northwests
I have determined to discontinue publication of a ll my news­
papers in the state of Montana in which I have an interest. I have 
reached this conclusion after a careful consideration of a ll the facts 
bearing upon the policy I hgve enunciated by these newspapers in 
the past and response thereto by the public .
I very frankly invited the people of this state to cooperate with 
me in obtaining a free and unhampered expression concerning the 
manner and conduct of our state government. I feel and have always 
fe lt that regardless o f the confines o f our state, the government itself 
should be an instrument of a ll people.
Were I to continue I might be open to charge that I, personally, 
sought to dominate the government of this state. I feel the issue is 
clear cut.
Rather than have it said that I personally sought any political 
aggrandizement or personal progress, I am content to withdraw.
 ̂ D aily  Northwest, M ay 1 6 -17 , 1929, 
—  — —  92
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Th is does not mean I have lost in any degree the intense interest 
I bear toward the institutions of my native state. I intend always to 
exercise my rights as a c itizen  of this state. I intend in the future to 
do this as a private c itizen without the aid o f a press or o f an organi­
zation of any character.
M y invitation to the citizens of Montana to cooperate with 
me did not meet with the response that I had antic ipated . I under­
stand, however, that constructive work of this character does not 
bear fruit im m ediately. I feel that I have shown the way to the 
best o f my a b ility . I have never advocated violent or radical gover- 
ment change nor have I ever sought to do any injustice to any in d iv i­
dual or group of individuals in this state. M ine has been the advocacy 
o f a philosophy of government.
I have in itiated  this. It w ill be for the people themselves to 
either accept or reject it as the years go on.
I desire to take advantage of this opportunity to express my 
gratitude to many friends who have so loyally  supported me and to 
state that in taking this step, I do so without the slightest feeling o f 
rancor or enmity toward anyone.^
The notice appeared the next day in the Montana Free Press in Butte 
and the Billings Free Press.
A notice in the same issues said subscribers would receive refunds on
3prepaid subscriptions from ’W .D . Mangam, First N ational Bank, Butte.
Clark's papers had been "losing $30 ,000  a month; $400 ,000  had been 
poured in during the first five months. By the spring of 1929 the loss had been 
cut to $22 ,000  a month. But by May C lark was through . . . .
^ Ib id ., M ay 18, 1929. The announcement was not in the first 
edition mailed out o f town.
3 Ib id . and the Montana Free Press, M ay 19, 1929.
^ V i I lard, op. c i t . ,  p. 41 .
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C lark  had approached the most w illing  purchase, the Anaconda
Copper M ining Company, which accepted the o ffer. "The story is that he sold
5
his p la n f/s / to the Company in such a way as to break even ."
A t 2 p .m . M ay 18 a C lark attorney "came into the office and said
that the next edition that would roll off the press would be the last edition of
the Montana Free Press." ^
Oscar Provost, who had been assistant sports editor of the Free Press.
often related how the sale of the papers was completed. C lark demanded that
the A C M  pay for the papers in cash at the Free Press office in Butte. Armored
trucks brought money from banks from throughout the Northwest because no bank
7
had such a large sum a va ilab le .
Local advertising in the three papers had declined because of Com -
q
pany pressure on the advertisers. Display advertising in the first edition of 
the Northwest totaled 157 inches, classified advertising 38 inches and house ads
^ Ibid.
^ Letter from Kenneth R. Hammaker, former capitol reporter for the 
Free Press, O c t. 27, 1966. Hammaker had been "told by a representative of 
the Anaconda Copper M ining Company that if I sought employment with the 
Montana Free Press, they could guarantee me that 1 never would have another 
newspaper job in M ontana." When the papers were sold he left Montana imme­
dia te ly  and later became postmaster in Sacramento, C a lif .
^ Interview with Mary Provost, widow of Oscar Provost, July 16, 1964.
Q
Hammaker, op. c it .
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304 inches. A t the time the C lark estate was sold August 22, 1928, display
10advertising had risen to 3 1 1 -1 /2  inches and classified to 7 0 -1 /2  inches. The
final edition of the Northwest carried 1 01 -1 /2  inches of display advertising and
11
7 2 -1 /2  inches of classified ads. The three papers each had 12 pages.
In its struggle for l ife , the Missoula paper added features and changed
format in m id -A p ril. It boasted of being "new and better" with a serial, sports,
wire news, local news, two full pages of comics and national news columnist
Arthur Brisbane, "the highest paid newspaper writer in the w orld ." Two-column
editorial page matter was reduced to one and o n e-ha lf columns w ide, heavier
12
headline type was used and sensational news was emphasized.
The first issue of the Free Press in Butte carried 1 ,6 4 1 -1 /2  inches of 
display advertising, 156 inches of classified advertising and 960 inches of house
13ads in 32 pages. The final issue had 466 inches of display advertising and
14
1 8 4 -1 /2  inches of classified ads in its 24 pages. The gain in classified adver­
tising suggested increased readership despite the merchants’ boycott.
The Producers News of Plentywood and some of Clark's employes said 
C lark had become more interested in the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra,
^ Daily Northwest, M ay 19, 1928.
10 Ib id ., A u g . 22, 1928. 11 Ib id ., M ay 18, 1929.
12 Ib id ., April 10, 1929.
Montana Free Press, Sept. 17, 1928.
14 Ib id .,  May 19, 1929.
15
which he supported, than in “freeing M ontana." C lark had gone on tour 
with the orchestra in the spring of 1929, with appearances in M ontana. He
was called to the theater stage in Butte to acknowledge the ovation for the 
16
orchestra . Earlier C lark had announced he would reduce his support of the
17
orchestra, raising fears it might not be able to continue. Instead, the
orchestra continued and C lark discontinued his newspapers.
The Producers News said the "announcement /o T the papers' sale to
the A C bA / o . . fell as a bombshell in the ranks of the progressives of the state,
who had come to look to / th e  Free Press/a s  a promise of emancipation from the
domination of the state by the copper and a llie d  interests." It observed that
the state's progressive element was left without a daily  newspaper or mouth- 
18
piece o
The following week the News said C lark had held the "corrective
formula" for Montana's politica l and economic problems, but the state had had
litt le  faith in him. It credited C lark with emphasizing that the A C M  controlled
19
nine Montana dailies.
Producers News (Plentywood), M ay 31, 1929. Paul R. Stoffel 
J r . ,  "Three Dailies Launched to Fight Anaconda Company Are Suspended," 
Editor & Publisher, M ay 25, 1929, p . 20 .
^ S m ith , op. c i t . ,  p . 191.
17 ibid.
^Producers News, M ay 2 4 , 1929,
19 Ib id .,  M ay 31, 1929.
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Editorial comments on the sale appeared in many Montana papers,
including the Missoulian and Sentinel, which reprinted the Northwest's closure
no tice . The Missoulian and Sentinel said they, in contrast,
pursued a calm and even tenor, contenting themselves with their 
long established policy of unostentatious though devoted service to 
western Montana . . . animosity and dissension can have no place 
in the great enterprise of upbuilding Western M ontana. No news­
paper can harbor such sentiments and serve its constituents.
They said the antagonism and tension between the Clark papers and older estab-
20lished papers regarding public policy did not extend to Missoula.
The G reat Falls Tribune applauded the Free Press chain's efforts
toward state progressiveness and credited Clark with bringing United Press ser-
21vice to M ontana. The Tribune also had subscribed to the service.
The Tribune attributed the papers' demise to economic factors. It 
said none of the three cities was large enough to support two newspapers. It 
said the success of the Montana Standard and the Butte D aily  Post lim ited pros­
pects for the C lark paper. Although the Free Press newsgathering aggressiveness 
kept "competitors on their toes," the Post had a "longtime record as a money­
maker" and had hurt the Free Press, the Tribune said .
C lark's move was economically prophetic; within months depression 
staggered the nation.
—  2 0 .
D aily  Missoulian, M ay 21, 1929.
2  ̂ G reat Falls Tribune, M ay 21, 1929.
APPENDIX
The 1928 Montana Gubernatorial Campaign 
Selected Editorials from the Montana Free Press
The surpassing issue of this campaign was sounded like a bugle call 
by *Wellington Rankin in the first issue of the Montana Free Press, A ll other 
issues are subordinate to this, 'W ill the people vote to remove the state govern­
ment from the offices of the Anaconda company back to the State House at 
Helena? O r w ill they throw away a golden opportunity and permit the Anaconda 
company to go on another four years and name its own tax boards, pick its own 
judges, appoint its own head o f the state accident board and re -e le c t a truculent, 
subservient governor who salaams like a Turkish slave before the throne on the
Sixth Floor, To put an end to this system there has come a fearless and vigorous
1
young leader as well as a very intelligent one. Let's get behind him .
Senator Walsh indulged recently in a b it of cheap demagogy wholly  
unworthy of a senator from Montana to the United States, He mentioned in a 
speech that Wellington Rankin had studied at the great English university of 
Oxford and added? "And he was named W ellington after the great English
 ̂ Montana Free Press, Sept, 18, 1928,
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genera l. 11 The obvious purpose was to inflame an anti-British sentiment against 
the Republican candidate for governor but in doing this the senator betrayed his 
ignorance upon a matter of very common historical knowledge. Wellington was 
born not English but Irish. He was born in Ireland and in nearly a ll cities in 
that lovely island monuments to his memory may be found. Very properly the 
Irish are proud to claim him as their greatest m ilitary hero. We fa il to see why 
M r. Rankin's studentship at Oxford disqualified him for the governorship of 
M ontana. Apparently the senator would have us believe that a ll Rhodes schol­
ars from Montana are thus autom atically rendered ine lig ib le  for po litica l honors.
If a ll Montanans were as good Americans as the Rankins there would not be much
2
complaint of the qua lity  of the citizenship.
The Poison Peddlers 
A venomous whispering campaign has been started against W ellington  
D. Rankin by a poison peddling squad mostly in the state house at Helena. The 
friends of M r. Rankin claim  to have traced this campaign straight to the doors of 
the executive o ffic e .
Words are insufficient to impress the vileness of this form of campaign­
ing. The cowardice o f it is d iabo lica l. It is undercover stuff that arouses the 
anger and contempt of a ll red-blooded, clean thinking men and women. It is
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d ifficu lt to combat because the poison mongers rarely can be defin ite ly  located
and brought into the open to face accusation.
Both presidential candidates are under this form of attack at this tim e.
Some of the anonymous publications that have been circulated against them are
too v ile  for exhib ition.
In the case of M r .  Rankin it may be said that he is running upon his
record of long, highly effic ien t and honorable service in important public
offices. Nobody can point to a flaw  in that and that is a ll that should be under
discussion or worthy of consideration.
M r . Rankin's qualifications for the governorship have been fu lly
demonstrated. The only criticism of him from the powers behind Erickson is that
he refuses to be led by the Anaconda leash. He w ill not stand, hat in hand, in
the outer room on the sixth floor waiting for orders. There w ill be no taint of
copper control in the governor's office when he occupies it next January, as he
certainly w ill . Refusal to obey is his only offense in the eyes of the company
that is breaking its back to e lect Erickson.
If Erickson is encouraging whispering in this campaign we suggest that
he te ll about the midnight whispered conferences a t the executive mansion with
the high mogul o f the Anaconda company in Montana who was accustomed to
sneak over to Helena at night in a closed automobile and with coat collar turned
up over his face, prowl his way up the deserted streets to communicate his instruc-
3
tions to the governor in person.
3 |b id ., Sept. 22, 1928.
10]
Tell It A ll
The big company is flooding the country weeklies o f the state with  
five-colum n advertisements te lling  the people what a wonderful outfit it is.
Free of a ll charge we reproduce herewith one of these displays 
from which we learn that within the interval from 1917 to 1926 the company 
expended in its Montana operations more than $504,000  , 000, thus during this 
same period it expended nearly $ 2 4 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 , or about 48 per cent of the total 
for wages; that the average number o f men employed during this period was 
about 14 ,000 , with possibly 4 ,0 0 0  other workers required by the company's pur­
chasers; that the company is the largest taxpayer in the state, having paid 
$ 1 ,7 4 7 ,0 0 0  in 1926 for the support of schools and state and municipal govern­
ments in Montana in that year.
These, mind you, are the company’s figures. We have no means of 
knowing whether they are right or wrong, but assuming they are right, why 
doesn't the company furnish a ll statistics while it is at it?
Why doesn't it tell how much it expended during the ten-year period 
upon its string of newspapers, operated to choke expression of free opinion in 
Montana, to suppress news and to poison the minds of the people? Why doesn't 
it give figures of the losses of these “kept" newspapers" Why doesn't it  te ll of 
its expenditures in politics, to campaign committees and to servile candidates, 
to lobbyists and hirelings and to legislators for their questionable services in 
enabling the Anaconda company to control the state government along with 
various county governments? We think the expense bills o f these Anaconda
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agents would make interesting reading. Why not print them?
*We would like to know, for instance, how much money was in the 
black satchel that was carried around G reat Falls when Judge Roy Ayers was 
robbed of the democratic nomination for governor.
Above a l l ,  we would like  to have the figures on the returns that the 
company has had from a ll these vast expenditures in the period from 1917 to 
1926. We should have them very soon since this reign of corruption, tyranny 
and absorption of the rights o f the people w ill come to a permanent end in
4
M ontana.
The State Campaign Opens
There always has been some degree o f dispute as to the precise 
phrasing of Governor Erickson's famous promise to get the state out o f debt if  
elected four years ago. N ot long ago, the governor admitted the promise —  
which he could not avoid— but surrounded it with some important qualifications  
with the final result that he passed the entire responsibility o f failure to keep 
the promise on to the legislature.
Let us re-exam ine the facts. Under a compulsion whatever, the 
governor made such a promise four years ago a t a time when his election was 
hanging in the balance . Despite the united weight o f men and money, 
Governor Dixon's cause seemed to be w inning. A desperate measure to save
4 Ib id ., Sept. 23 , 1928
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Erickson became necessary. Money was not lacking, but it did not seem to be 
delivering to usual capacity . The promise of Erickson was devised as a clever 
campaign dodge—-that and nothing more. A great deal had been said about the 
state having become heavily  indebted during a well remembered period of hard 
times when o n e-h a lf the counties of the state were unable to liquidate their 
taxes.
This was the promise of Candidate Ericksons
The state government can be run by far less than $3, 000 ,000  
per year. I say to you that if e lected, we w ill conduct the business 
o f the state on a cash basis by paying as we go and w ill wipe out the 
present general fund indetedness of $ 3 ,5 9 5 ,0 0 0  during my administra­
tion and thus without any increase in taxes.
Could anything be p lainer? N ow  for the facts.
On October 1 last, the general fund indebtedness of the state of 
Moniana was $ 3 ,5 6 0 ,0 0 0 . That doesn't look to us as though the state o f 
Montana had been advanced far out of d eb t--o r anywhere near it .
These facts are plain enough, and Governor Erickson is not so simple 
as to believe that he could successfully deny them. So he attempts to evade 
them in two ways. First, he attempts to pass them on to the legislature for 
extravagant appropriations. Second, by charging o ff a large portion of the 
state's indebtedness through payments from revenues received during his adm in i- 
stration.
The first objection is absurd in the extrem e. The governor of the state 
had the power o f veto . If Governor Erickson had had power over and influence 
with the legislature as he should have had, the veto would not have been
necessary. Anyhow, the flow  of unnecessary expenditure, if it had existed, 
could have been stopped by a stroke o f the governor's pen.
Now  for the second objection, which is more interesting ancj was 
w ell brought out in Governor Dixon's opening speech at Bozeman Thursday.
"We quote Governor Dixon and call special attention to his words.
"For four years I served you as governor o f M ontana," said the former governor. 
" I took over the office o f governor with the finances of the state broken and 
bankrupt. The state government's revenue had gone one and a quarter millions 
in red ink the year I became governor.
"Through the enactment of the inheritance, o il and metal mines taxes, 
against b itter and determined opposition by some of the great corporate interests 
of the state, I took defeat for re -e le c tio n , but had the satisfaction of knowing 
that I had saved your state institutions from closing their doors.
"Those measures, for which I fought with a ll the strength and a b ility  
possible, have now yielded more than five m illion dollars. Who would now 
suggest the repeal o f a single one o f them?"
It required a brave man to assume the exacting office when Governor 
Di xon took it over. For four years his efforts to restore financial order were a 
constant and wearing struggle against great and selfish corporate interests. The 
mine tax would have fa iled  utterly except for his leadership.
But pause here, kind reader, and think of the financial condition in 
which Montana would have been today if  these revenues obtained through the 
efforts of Governor Dixon had not been secured, and remember that they were
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opposed by John M . Erickson, the present governor dnd the pliant tool o f the 
great Anaconda company.
You wish to know why the Anaconda company is in politics, owns a 
monopoly of the state's newspaper press, controls judges and legislators and 
wields a huge politica l machine a t a vast expense. Figure the answer out of 
the experience of Joseph M . Dixon while governor o f Montana and then figure 
why they want Erickson.
It is not for love o f politics with this company. It is business.
"We cannot believe that the people of Montana are wholly above 
appreciation of the services of Governor Dixon in this struggle.
We cannot believe the people w ill be unmindful of the importance of 
defeating Erickson.
Straws show how winds blow in e lec tio n . Buried in one corner of 
our contemporary yesterday was this items
"A t a meeting of the Butte street car men's union on October 3, 
it was announced yesterday, the organization passed a resolution endorsing 
Jos. M . Dixon for United States senator.
"The resolution declares that ‘Jos. M . Dixon stands without a peer 
as a representative of the people in the public offices in which he has served .”
"The resolutions are signed by H .A . Mustard, president, and 
5
N ew ell D . Evans, secretary."
^ Ib id o , O c t. 6 , 1928.
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Woke 'Em Up
W e do not grasp the reasoning of demand of the democrats for the 
resignation of M r . Rankin from his office of United States district attorney.
Consistency would seem to require a similar demand that Governor 
Erickson resign while conducting his campaign along with the big army of state 
employes who are travel ing about campaigning for him on the taxpayers' money. 
Also, why not demand the resignation of Governor Smith, who is away from his 
office so much of the tim e .
This stuff, o f course, is old poppycock heard in every politica l cam­
paign. Nobody pays any attention to i t .
The state campaign to date has been devoid o f great public interest. 
As an enlivening feature, we would like to hear a series o f joint debates 
between Governor Erickson and M r. Rankin and between Senator Wheeler and 
Former Governor D ixon. We think these would be most informative and would 
attract the largest measure of interest.
We believe that in this last senatorial contest M r. Dixon engaged 
with Senator Walsh in a joint debate at Townsend and that it proved the feature 
of the campaign
6 Ib id ., O c t. 12, 1928.
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Another One
Further the C lark organ attempt to establish as a matter o f 
fact the fiction o f its own invention that State Purchasing Agent 
Ed Murphy is a connecting link between the Anaconda company 
and the governor's o ffice . There is not even a shred of circum­
stance or a shadow o f fact upon which the Clark newspaper can 
hang such a dishonest and dishonorable insinuation. The Clark  
newspaper makes no effort to prove its statement in its vicious 
harangue against the Anaconda company. —The Montana 
Standard
A h , now we are getting somewhere. Let's le t the cats out o f the bag 
and see where they hop. Since the above quotation is in the nature of the 
flung gauntlet, the Free Presspicks it up and submits a series of facts with a 
challenge to successful den ia l.
So the Anaconda company had nothing to do with the appointment of 
Ed M urphy. W e ill W e ill
The office of state purchasing agent grew out of a recommendation in 
the first o ffic ia l message of Governor Dixon to the legislature. Previously, the 
purchases for the state departments and institutions had been made by the board 
o f examiners. The bills run into the hundreds of thousands of dollars each year. 
It was believed that economies would be effected through the office of a pur­
chasing agent. That was the governor's idea and not a bad one, providing the 
office was kept within proper bounds.
But it did not take the Anaconda company long to discover the splen­
did avenue opened through this office for the payment o f po litica l debts through 
fat contracts to its favorite henchmen. Also the office could be used to mani­
pulate contracts for state printing to its trust-owned newspapers. Certain
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newspapers arfe instructed to lay o ff bids for certain departments of state printing, 
six departments in a l l . Thus the bids were distributed or equalized .
It is easily possible for the company with its many connections, to get 
bidders to lay o ff from bidding for supplies to state institutions or to arrange for 
distribution of bids so that there w ill bea  chance for everybody to make a b it.
By another token, the company's bidders can draw in their lines and freeze the 
outsiders out. For pure political purposes, there is nothing like  it at the state 
c a p ito l.
But, of course, to start with the company must have its own man in 
the purchasing o ffic e . Here at the outset came the first jam with Governor 
Erickson who apparently, entered upon his term o f office with the notion that 
really  he was to be the governor. He was soon disillusioned.
The gover nor announced that he had chosen a candidate for the state 
purchasing o ffice , a man who had been associated with him on the Democratic 
state ticket but had gone down to defeat. This candidate was advised of the 
governor's intentions and regarded the appointment as good as settled.
Settled? N ot a t a l l .  The sixth floor had another candidate, hand- 
picked by D .M . K e lly  and certified to by Hobbins. This was Ed Murphy, former 
purchasing agent o f the Butte and Superior.
The governor showed resistance, and it was decided to show him. 
Hobbins summoned his satraps to the throne-room. Plans were discussed and 
orders g iven. Two enclosed automobiles loaded to the guards with company 
men were dispatched from Butte to Helena post-haste. These included the
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o ld-tim e reliables, Dan K e lly , Senator G a lw ey , James T . Finlen and others 
with Hobbins in command. They descended upon the governor like wolves upon 
the Fold. He was talked to like a Dutch uncle, threatened, cajo led , bullied  
and intim idated. Under this fire he w ilted , capitulated and agreed to set 
aside his friend who had been promised and to appoint Ed Murphy. That was 
done. The company boys left the governor's office with broad grins. They 
knew they had made a good dog o f the governor for ever afterw ard.
Now, since Tom Stout is so certain that the company never asked a 
favor of the governor and the Standard is so sure that Ed Murphy had no re la ­
tionship with the Anaconda in securing this appointment, we challenge a ll hands 
to refute the story o f the pilgrimage from Butte to Helena to put the screws on 
Governor Erickson.
We are in receipt from the Republican State Committee o f a copy of 
the platform of W ellington Rankin. It states M r. Rankin's stand for Hoover for 
president, for the establishment of more grain laboratories, for greater benefits 
for our farmers, for the maintenance of public schools and colleges on an e ff ic i­
ent le v e l, for a vigorous good roads program, for libera lization  of the compensa­
tion laws and for economic and effic ien t administration of the state's affa irs.
This po litica l document omits by accident or design the one thing that M r . Rankin 
has emphasized most in a ll his speeches. That is that the dominant and
7 lb id .( O c t . 14, 1928.
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and outstanding plank of his platform is the removal of the seat o f the state govern­
ment from its present headquarters in the office of a corporation at Butte to the 
state-house at Helena. That is the big issue in the coming state e lection , and 
it is M r . Rankin's agitation for that plank that w ill contribute most to his e lection , 
which at this time seems assured.
Sold Down the River
And now we know the worst.
Having Erickson stowed away in its capacious maw, the Anaconda 
company has swallowed W heeler, hook, line and sinker.
Ho w do we know this? We know it from a single paragraph in 
Wheeler's speech in Forsyth Thursday night, in which he saids " It is high time 
that the Republicans come out in the open, meet the real issue of the campaign 
and stop peddling bunk about the corporations controlling the governor of 
M ontana."
Nobody knows better than Wheeler o f the Anaconda's control o f 
Erickson. He knows that Ericfeon is hogtied to the Sixth Floor, where he, him­
self, has been received through the open door. If that is not true, we would 
not find Wheeler making the lying statement that this talk of corporation control 
of Erickson is bunk. He knows that it is not bunk but the truth.
F ina lly , the big company has forced Wheeler's hand and compelled 
him to come out in the open and support their messenger boy for re -e lection  as
8 Ib id .,  O c t .  15, 1928.
per agreement for mutual exchange of support for his candidacy by the company., 
A ll this w ill be something of a shock to Wheeler's friends in Butte who
9have supported him loyally  in fair weather and fo u l.
The Long Arm Reaches Out 
The legion of friends of Andrew B. Cook of Townsend and Helena sym­
pathize with him greatly in the circumstances which obliged him to sell and dis­
pose of the finest herds of prize winning cattle in the United States, the gathering 
o f which has been the work of a life tim e . If you are a fancier or grower of 
chrysanthemums you may picture your feelings, if forced by financial exigencies, 
to scatter the finest collection o f "chryses" on the American continent. O r we 
might say the same of notable collections o f books, paintings or coins.
We can hardly think of a greater misfortune to Montana than the 
scattering of this noble herd of blue ribboners at a time when we are working to 
build the dairy industry in this state.
W hile sympathizing with our old friend A .B . we rejoice to learn that 
more than $470,000 was realized from a sale that brought bidders from a ll over 
the country and Canada. This result enables M r. Cook to settle a loan of 
$235,000  with the copper company's bank at Helena that put the screws on him 
and leaves him in the clear with something more than $23 0 ,0 0 0 . But the herd 
is gone, leaving a gaping wound in the heart o f the owner.
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The story of the causes that brought about this forced sale should and 
doubtless w ill be told fu lly  to the public . We have commented at times upon 
the policy o f the Anaconda company in establishing control of newspapers in 
cities where they have banks, Butte, Missoula, Helena, G reat Falls and 
Billings, The banks may be used to force business men with loans into line to 
support the company's state tickets while the newspapers are used to suppress or 
cover news in a manner to further the continuance of this control of the 
e lec to ra te ,
The troubles of M r , Cook began immediately after he came out boldly 
and strong, as is his custom, for the nomination of his friend W ellington Rankin 
for governor. He was told by the Helena representative of the company in its 
banking, newspaper and political interests in that c ity  to get off Rankin or dig 
up the money for payment o f the loan without delay.
That sort o f ta lk  did not appeal to M r, Cook, who has lived in 
Montana more than 40 years and has certain rugged and wholesome old-fashioned  
Montana notions of independence and personal rights.
M r . Cook refused to yield an inch in his support of Rankin, Then 
he was told that he would be made to pick his blankets up and walk out of the 
state. Still he refused to fall for the threat. Then the company's Helena 
bank forced the sale. If the herd had not acquired such a wonderful reputation  
through the very in telligent management and selection of M r . Cook he certainly  
would have been looking for his blankets. As it turned out he retains his se lf- 
respect and independence and has a considerable sum of money besides. And
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he is still for Rankin, strong.
We think this incident w orth/ the serious consideration of business
men as the campaign approaches a close. It marks a stage in the extension of
the one-man town idea in Butte to the one-man state. It is up to the voters to
10
break this system up on November 6 . It can be done by electing Rankin.
Look Under the Lid I 
Has it ever occurred to you, M r. Montana C itize n , to calm ly and 
dispassionately analyze the reasons that impel the Anaconda-Montana Power 
combine in its efforts to clinch the stranglehold it had upon legislative and 
executive departments of the State of M ontana?
Have you ever asked yourself why this combine spends hundreds upon 
hundreds of thousands o f dollars annually upon daily  and other newspapers and in 
maintaining an extensive and expensive corps of lobbyists, entertainers and 
fixers?
Sprinkled a ll over the state are combine newspapers, combine whis­
perers, agents and representatives busily engaged in peddling the dope that has 
its origin in the Butte headquarters of the combines b e littlin g , m inim izing, 
detracting, scandalizing citizens and candidates for public office who do not 
bend the knee to the swollen, vainglorious, blatant crowd that assumes to rule 
the destinies of the commonwealth of Montana .
^  Ibid .
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N o trust or combine spends a dollar unless it is reasonably certain  
that it w ill get back through legislative or executive favors a hundred for every 
one spent. C ertain ly no informed person w ill assert that the Ana con da-Montana  
Power combine is actuated in its frantic efforts to e lect the governor of the 
state and to dominate and control absolutely the newspaper situation, by bene­
volent or humanitarian motives.
N o , the combine has an investment in its governor that must be pro- 
tecteds the Power trust has designs upon the water-powers o f Montana of fa r -  
reaching and disastrous effect to the people o f the state. The legislature and 
the governor must at a ll costs be in the combine to effect its sinister purposes.
The combine must control the governor for the added reason of his 
direct and important influence upon legislators and leg islation.
Good dogs, Republican and Dem ocratic, are rewarded by his 
excellency the governor with fat appointments after the adjournment of legis­
lative sessions.
And yet the governor would have the public believe that his sense
o f party loyalty  was w hittled down to such a fine point that he could not
appoint Frank C onley, conceded to be one of the best prison wardens in the
United States because of Frank's normal alleg iance to the Republican partyl
The governor's coat of whitewash applied so th ickly by the combine artists, is
11
wearing pretty th in . His professions do not square with his actions.
11 Ib id .,  O c t .  21 .
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Disgraceful!
A shameful spectacle is that o f an army of Democratic state o ffice ­
holders and appointees, abandoning their duties and traipsing around Montana 
in the interest o f Erickson's candidacy for re -e le c tio n . Traveling in automo­
biles, consuming gas paid for by the state, these people are out on two missions. 
They are engaging in a campaign to trade for votes for Erickson. Also, they 
are Erickson's o ffic ia l squad in the contemptible and altogether v ile  whispering 
campaign that is going on against Rankin.
A single illustration w ill cover the methods employed. One would 
think that the duties o f the warden of the state's prison would be sufficient to 
require his presence on the job. Warden Middlton doesn't think so. He is 
putting in a large quota of time campaigning for Erickson in eastern Montana, 
especially in Custer, his home county.
M iddleton tells his Republican friends that he needs this job at the 
prison, but that he can retain it only if  Erickson is re -e le c te d . Therefore, if  
they are his friends and desirous of aiding him, w ill they kindly vote for 
Erickson. In return for this courtesy an equal number of the Democratic friends 
will vote for Joe Dixon.
Following the same line of argument scores of state office-holders  
are working a ll over the state on Republicans to sell Rankin over.
If Montana had a good and enforceable c iv il service law these 
people would be thrown out of office for what is regarded as a serious offense 
in most other states, calling for discharge of offenders.
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It is reported by the Producers News that even Mrs. Maggie Smith 
Hathaway, under the guise of looking after unfortunate children, is active in 
the poison peddling squad. However, we cannot bring ourselves to believe  
that without actual evidence.
The News continues; "Rankin as we know him does not drink nor 
have we ever seen liquor about him. He does not use tobacco in any form.
He is a moderate eater and keeps himself in splendid physical condition. 
M orally  he is a very clean man— yes, exceptionally so . Rankin is active and 
industrious and one of the best attorneys in the state."
The big company is furnishing the funds for the conduct of the
Democratic state campaign and could put a stop to this infamous style of cam -
  , , ,  , 1 2
paigning by a single order over the private telephone to Helena.
A N ew  Play in Town
SCENE; The inner room of the editorial sanctum of the 
morning loudspeaker of the kept press in Butte. The 
editor w an-eyed and weary has locked the door and is 
loosening the copper collar which has chafed his neck 
red. He is reading a copy o f revised rule of conduct 
on approaching the throne and manner of addressing the 
monarch of Montana . Time: A nytim e. The telephone 
rings.
V O IC E  (loud and stern): "This is Mister Snobbins talking
EDITOR (in tremulous voice): "Yes, excellency. Have you any honorable 
commands?"
12 Ib id .,  O c t .  23 ,  1928.
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V O IC E  (Louder and sterner); "Two days have passed and you haven't called  
C lark a lia r . What's the matter? Have you fallen down on the 
job?"
EDITOR; "N o , excellency, we have three men out looking up new lies ,"  
V O IC E ; "Understand, I want six lies charged against C lark  every day* If
you can't get new ones dress up the old ones and republish theme" 
EDITOR; "Yes, most gracious highness."
V O IC E ; "One thing more. If you don't keep C lark lying in every issue, I
w ill get one of the robots out of the storage house and put in your 
13
place c"
The Company and the Courts 
A correspondent writes that the Free Press has charged the Anaconda 
company with interference with the processes of our courts and asks us to name 
a single instance in which that has occurred„
We ob lig e . Some three years ago there was a vacancy on the dis­
tric t court bench o f Cascade county, due to the death o f Judge Lesileo There 
were several applicants for the appointment, including some fin e , upstanding 
lawyers o f Cascade county. Governor Erickson, who is given to indecision, 
did not know what to do. Then one day he was interviewed in his office by 
Hobbins, the little  Montana boss of the Big Ship. This appears to have been
13 ibid.
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one of the occasions when Hobbins did not go over to Helena at night and sneak 
up the deserted streets for a conference with fhe governor at the executive  
mansion.
Immediately after that interview  came the appointment of Stephen 
J . Cowley of G reat Falls to the vacant judgeship, in 1926 M r. C ow ley, with 
the a id  o f the big company, won the Democratic nomination to succeed himself.
The issue was clear cut as to his association with the company and on 
that issue he was decisively defeated.
Slowly the people are becoming interested in the affairs o f corpora­
tions as these affect the courts and a ll branches of government, and are voting 
down a ll who are touched with the corporation brand.
M r .  Cowley is again a candidate for a district judgeship in Cascade
14
county. He w ill have no better luck than his last run for that honor.
O i l ,  Banking and Politics 
It is evidently clear that the copper press w ill not a llo w  its candi­
dates for o ffice , nor its fe llow  coupon-clippers, to speak for themselves.
The politica l air is now resonant with scandal, an outgrowth of 
Governor John E. Erickson's association with our own Teapot dome, located in 
the Kevin-Sunburst fie ld , where the priceless heritage of our school children  
has been by M r . Erickson subjected to annihilation .
14 Ib id .,  O c t .  25, 1928.
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In this indictment of Erickson, the copper press admits the guilt of 
its gubernatorial candidate, and in its sole offer o f newspaper defense, makes 
the governor conspicuous by his silence a
The Helena Independent, a non-resident branch of the copper press, 
was brought to life  yesterday by the sixth floor, and was directed to defend 
Erickson's oil lease record. Accordingly, the Independent says that Erickson 
was interested in only one state lease, and that the net total of his company 
was only $71 ,817 ,25  last year. The Independent did not say that Erickson's 
company was required to pay six figures of money, out o f last year's net, to the 
government as a result of income tax collectors checking that part of the com­
pany's income on which the income tax was withheld from the government.
Likewise, the copper press came to the defense of the N ational Bank 
of Montana, at Helena, when the Montana Free Press charged that that bank 
"put on the screws" and involved A ,B. Cook, America's livestock champion, 
in financial d iffic u lty . In this a llegation , the Helena bank has not been heard 
from. It is not too la te .
The copper press declares that the Helena bank and the Anaconda 
company are not interlockingly re lated . If that be true, why did the copper 
press respond so read ily , and without explanation of its authority, saddle upon 
itself the responsibility of a defense, that the great financial institution at 
Helena is of itself capable?
In the matter of M r , Cook's financial trouble, the Free Press 
averred that the Helena bank directed its pressure against a borrower, whose
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loans were, more than amply secured.
The interlocking o f interests, po litica l and otherwise, is understood 
when it is mentioned that T. A .  M arlow e, president o f the N ational Bank of 
M ontana, is the big company's po litica l representative at Helena and is a 
director of the Metals Bank o f Butte.
The details covering these loans and the procedure leading to their 
collection were contained in the October 21 issue of the Montana Standard.
If the analyses which follow  are not to the point, let the Helena bank speak.
The Montana Standard asserts;
1. "That the N ational Bank of Montana at Helena increased its 
claim against Cook, succeeding one D .R . Kendall o f Chicago, mortagee, in 
the ownership o f a mortgage executed by Cook in the sum o f $ 1 1 5 ,4 6 7 .6 6 .
This acquisition more than doubled the claim of the bank against Cook. Fo l­
lowing on this the Cook cattle  were attached for the two debts.
2 . That "when the sale was fin a lly  held the cattle  brought tw ice  
the amount due the p la in tiff, " the Helena bank, for the two debts.
3 . That the action against Cook was filed  in O ctober, 1927, and 
that following the verdict rendered in M ay, 1928, the foreclosure sale was 
tw ice postponed that M r . Cook be given until October o f this year to meet his 
obligations, together with $ 2 ,5 0 8 .5 0  to cover costs and the fee for the bank's 
attorney.
4 .  That the bank offered to extend the time if Cook would give  
additional security.
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5 .  That about noon of the second day of the sale, October 16, o f 
the Cook c a ttle , M r. Cook was informed by the bank that the sheriff had sold 
enough cattle  to satisfy its c laim s.
N o  reference was made to the ownership by M r . Cook of 4 0 ,0 0 0  
acres of land, water and water rights, home buildings, barns, sheds, modern 
farm machinery and scores o f miles of fence. The only matters involved in the 
controversy were the cattle  and the obligations of Mr . Cook, together with the 
method and the reasons for forcing co llection .
In analyzing the bank's collection procedure the outstanding facts
ares
1 . That the bank, in the conduct of its banking business did not 
need the money.
2 .  That the loans by the bank to Cook were much more than amply
secured.
3 .  That the cost to every bank in procuring well secured loans is 
always a material item o f expense.
4 .  That in forcing the Cook collections the bank deprived itself 
of well secured interest bearing loans.
W ith these facts before the readers of the Montana Free Press there 
now remains only the matter on motive that actuated the bank the complete the 
inquiry. The public is en titled  to the particulars because, with this foreclosure 
proceeding, Montana witnesses the passing o f an industry that is importantly 
related to the dairy and stock raising business of this state.
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Mro Cook is an independent th inker. His name has been mentioned
in connection with gubernatorial honors. He is a c tiv e , p o litica lly  prominent,
popular, and has a following equal to that of any man in M ontana.
On public matters the views of M r. Cook are opposite to those of
the money lenders and po litica l bosses of the Anaconda company.
15
Let the N ational Bank of Montana a t Helena speak.
W ellington D . Rankin 
W ellington D . Rankin, a former attorney general— now United  
States district attorney, is the most promising young man in Montana's public 
life today.
Rankin is a w orker. He works a ll day and burns the midnight o i I .
If he were dishonest he could not find time to apply himself in that d irection .
If he were inclined to dissipation he could not find time to indulge. He finds 
time for neither liquor or tobacco. The hours of each diurnal period are too 
short for his indomitable energy.
The signs of dissipation that mark the faces o f the maligners do not 
appear on his countenance. Rankin's face is as clean and clear and smooth as 
that o f a youth, although in years he is approaching two and a quarter score.
In Rankin's estimation, the most despicable person is the office  
building flunkey who functions o ffic ia lly  in accordance with orders taken
122
1 5 Ib id . , O c t .  26 ,  1928.
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over the telephone and otherwise.
W ellington D . Rankin is a g iant, mentally and physica lly . He is 
a student and a c lear, deep and rapid thinker and in performance is the exact 
opposite of the procrastinator. He goes forward courageously where duty calls 
him . He successfully prosecuted the sheriff o f Missoula county, who was 
charged with vio lation o f o ffic ia l du ty . He successfully prosecuted the mayor 
o f M iles  C ity , who was charged with neglect in the performance of o ffic ia l 
duty. On his list of offenders against the laws of his state there were no 
favorites.
Whether favorable to him or not it is a fact that Rankin's heart 
melts for the greatest o f unfortunates. He prosecuted a murder case against 
two young men o f Hysham. They were hanged. Because of his association 
with that case he was visibly and am azingly perturbed.
A condition that now subjects M r .  Rankin to censure is an outgrowth 
of his sympathy for the low ly and the oppressed. In the practice of his pro- 
fession he fixed no time lim it when the interests of "underdog" clients were in 
jeopardy. His charges, in too many instances, being otherwise than compen­
satory, caused the expensive accounts to exceed his income. His im pecuni- 
osity, however, does not mean repudiation.
That, M r . Rankin, from study, experience and observation, is
eminently qualified  to perform every service required of a governor, cannot
be gainsaid. His greatest pleasure would be that o f serving the masses of 
Montana's p e o p le .^
16 Ib id .,  O c t .  28 ,  1928.
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Erickson's Economy Promise 
During the last primary Sam Vo Stewart was a candidate for the 
Democratic nomination for United States senator* He advertised extensively  
that he had been governor o f Montana for eight years. His defeat for the 
nomination sought by him was almost unanimous.
The statement for the yearly cost o f the state's government is pub­
lished elsewhere in this issue o f the Free Press, The statement shows that the 
cost o f our state government under Stewart was $300 ,000  a year less than under 
Erickson, The copper press has not said anything about this,
M r ,  Erickson, in explaining his failures, and in critic iz ing  "unfriendly  
legislatures," has made no reference to the record of a Democratic predecessor 
who would be entitled  to praise if an "economy" comparison was made. How­
ever, Stewart was defeated, and Erickson was permitted to continue to finals
17
by some of the counters of the primary ballots.
Hoover for President, Rankin for Governor 
Dixon for U .S .  Senate 
The independent Montana Free Press w ill support Herbert Hoover for 
president because it believes that the interests and welfare of the United States 
w ill best be conserved under his adm inistration.
If a decision as to support of candidates rested wholly upon the
17 Ibid
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personalities, records of public service and characters o f Hoover and Smith, 
the task of choosing would be d iffic u lt, indeed.
The Free Press has the highest admiration for Governor Smith „ It 
admires his character, his long record of achievement for the public good as 
governor o f N ew  Y ork, and it points to him as an inspiring example to youth of 
what a man may accomplish in this republic.
The main issue in this campaign is the prosperity of the country.
The country is prosperous. How may that prosperity be m aintained? Under 
which administration would the continuation of prosperity be most assured?
It seems to the Free Press that there would be far less likelihood of bread lines, 
industrial breakdowns and nation-w ide distress if  we had Hoover a t the head o f 
the government rather than Smith .
The nation has prospered under Coolidge policies. Hoover is the 
natural inheritor o f these policies and is more like ly  to hold to them. His 
association in the cabinet with President Coolidge has brought them into har­
mony on national and international questions.
It has been said by somebody that confidence is the greatest word in 
the English language. Coolidge and Hoover have the confidence o f the 
American people because they have been tried and not found wanting. M r .  
Coolidge w ill leave a happy, prosperous, contented nation as a monument to 
his administrative a b ility  coupled with hard sense. Hoover should prove a 
worthy successor. We know what Hoover would do as president, but we do 
not know what Smith would do.
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It is a fact that for forty years the country has found its highest pros­
perity under Republican rather than Democratic government. It would seem that 
prosperity is more lik e ly  to be maintained by sticking to the policies of Coolidge  
and Hoover.
Hoover has proved his high qualifications for the presidential office*, 
although he has never been elected to an o f f ic e . He has the qualities of leader­
ship, demonstrated during his service as food administrator and in his organization  
o f re lie f for the starving Belgian people.
Our exports today are 58 per cent higher than in 1913, Hoover is 
the backbone of this movement and has been well termed the organizer o f our pros­
p e rity , As the head of the department o f commerce, he is to be credited heavily  
for the development o f our commerce and industry.
Prohibition is not an issue in this campaign. Religion is not an 
issue. Prosperity is the one and only issue. The Montana Free Press believes 
that is best assured by the election of Herbert Hoover and therefore supports him 
for the presidency.
W hile  supporting Hoover, the Montana Free Press w ill use a ll its 
efforts for the election of W ellington D . Rankin for governor. The election of 
Rankin w ill mean the end to the corporate control of our state government. To 
that end all good citizens should vote for Rankin.
The election of Joseph M . Dixon to succeed Senator W heeler is 
greatly to be desired for the interests of M ontana. The election of Hoover is 
reasonably certa in . We should have a senator from Montana of M r .  Hoover's
I Q
political faith i f  Montana is to get what she needs from the next administration..
W . A .  CLARK JR.
The Duty of Democrats 
In his address a t the Eagles’ picnic at Gregson Springs on July 16, 
Judge Roy Ayers saids
" I am not opposed to any interest in this great state; I am for a ll 
interests, whether they be big or l i t t le ,  but I shall require and demand that a ll 
interests fo llow  their legal pursuits, and that they keep out of the state house and 
that they keep their hands out of p o litics . The state house belongs to the people, 
and the people should guide the p o litica l destinies o f the state. Unless we adhere 
to these principles, we are taking steps backward and we are becoming subjects 
o f corporate dom ination .M
Upon that issue, Judge Ayers carried every one of the 63 precincts 
o f S ilver Bow county, and the county as a whole by nearly 5 ,0 0 0  m ajority .
That issue is as live  today as it was in Ju ly . Nothing has happened 
to change i t .  A ll who supported Ayers on that issue in the Democratic primary 
election should support Rankin in the general e le c tio n . Rankin is carrying on the 
fight that Ayers started in the primary campaign .
The people are with Ayers and Rankin. That was proved in Ju ly . 
Erickson rea lly  was defeated in July, even though he got a stolen nomination by
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by a scratch. Rankin is proving it by the tremendous demonstrations he is rece iv ­
ing everywhere when he tells the people that he is heart and soul for the platform  
that Ayers announced at the Eagles' p ic n ic . It is the winning card a t the coming 
e lection .
We hope that a large audience w ill greet M r .  Rankin at the
Parkway theater tomorrow night, when they w ill hear from his own lips where he
stands upon the most v ita l matter before the people of Montana in many years.
The defeat of Erickson would be the best possible thing that could
happen to the Democratic party of M ontana. It would be first-hand evidence to
the Democrats that any candidate who carried the support of the big company was
weighted at the outset beyond hope of v ic to ry . Reorganized, with its hands
clean and the self-respect restored, the Democratic party could enter the sue-
19
ceeding campaign with something more than hope of success.
Rankin Scores Heavily  
W ith a ll the dash and valor o f the plumed knight of N avarro , 
W ellington Rankin struck right into the den of the copper beast and cast his lance  
into the tough hide of the monster until he howled with fury and pain. See this 
morning's Standard.
The audience that greeted M r. Rankin was one of the greatest in 
point of numbers and enthusiasm ever seen in Butte. It was almost tw ice as large
1 9 Ib id . ,  O c t .  29 ,  1928.
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as that at Senator Walsh's m eeting. With respect to interest and applause, it was 
100 per cent greater.
Most of those present saw and heard M r . Rankin for the first t im e .
They saw a fin e , upstanding, c lear-eyed  square-shouldered young man, with a 
w ife , determined jaw , a mouth moulded in a straight line , a face revealing high 
intelligence but the face of a fighter like Pershing or Foch.
They heard an address unique in this city o f whispers, and they liked  
i t .  "With force but dispassion M r. Rankin diagnosed the ills of M ontana. Most 
o f the audience knew the source of the trouble in this state, but not often had 
they had the privilege of hearing it told to them in the open, in the heat of cam­
paign, by a man who knew and was unafraid .
M r . Rankin struck out with both fists at the system of government by 
vassalage in M ontana, at the overlords who operate from 25 Broadway through 
their substation on the sixth floor of the Hennessy building in Butte. In a 
voice that th rilled  with conviction and determ ination, Rankin told the people how 
quickly this a ll would end when he becomes governor in January. The telephone 
connection between the sixth floor and the governor9s office at Helena w ill be 
dissolved and the state w ill pay no more long-distance phone tolls between the 
governor's o ffice  and the palaces of the copper overlords at the summer capital of 
Montana at Swan Lake.
M r . Rankin's address was a masterly, scathing and altogether true 
arraignment o f the shocking incompetency o f the Erickson administration and of its 
subject subserviency to the arrogant, domineering company that finances the
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Democratic state organization.
The case against this system o f government of Montana from an office
floor was presented by M r. Rankin with a sequence of logic and facts, in a calm
but impressive manner and with none of the tricks or blatancy of a fam iliar type
of campaign oratory. That it made a deep impression was evidenced by the
applause and rapt attention of the audience. Doubtless there would have been
much more applause but for the known presence o f company spotters who were in
the audience to detect a ll gu ilty  o f lese majeste to the overlords.
The Free Press publishes a full report o f M r. Rankin's address and
20
hopes that it w ill be read carefu lly  throughout M ontana.
" N o t a M in u te11 M arlow  
The Montana Free Press has told the story of the forced dispersal of 
the wonderful herd of Hereford cattle  gathered by A .B . Cook. The copper trust 
newspapers in Butte and Helena have come out with denials and denunciations.
T . A . M arlow talked back through a libel suit brought by his bank at Helena 
against the Free Press, a lleging damage to the extent o f $350 ,000  or considerably 
more than we would pay for the bank.
Everybody has had a say except A „B. Cook, the victim  o f this in ter­
locking system of financial domination and politics .
Now comes A .B . with his story, which may be found as a paid
20 Ib id .,  O c t .  31, 1928.
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advertisement in this issue o f the Free Press. Also, it w ill be found in a ll the 
weekly newspapers of Montana and in the dailies with the possible exception of 
some of the trust-owned newspapers that w ill aw ait orders from the sixth floor 
before accepting i t .
A .B . sustains everything the Free Press a lleg ed . He tel Is an amazing  
story of financial persecution by " N o t-a -M in u te "  M arlow , the big company's 
l it t le  czar a t Helena. It should be a warning to a ll business men, stockmen, 
farmers and all others to suit their political views to those of the grand dukes o f 
Big Business in Montana if  they desire accomodation a t the banks of the "system" 
in M ontana. O therw ise, they may be told to pick up their blankets and get out 
of M ontana.
A .B . ,  good o ld -tim er, made the mistake of thinking that we are living  
in the Montana of 40 years ago. He did not know that Montana had become a 
feudal state owned by the copper trust. He fe ll into the error of assuming that 
his po litica l views were his own and that he had the right o f self-expression.
There his troubles began. Then " N o t-a -M in u te "  M arlow , the company's busy 
boy in Helena, started to turn the screws.
Dickins would have made an interesting character o f " N o t-a -M in u te "  
M arlow , who has many qualities of Scrooge's final state of repentance. That 
may come la te r.
W e ll, as A .B . says in his letter to the people, he lost $500 ,000  which 
he might have made i f  he could have kept the splendid herd two years longer.
Then he would have had the herd and that much more money. But " N o t -a -M in u te ,"
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with the ugly shadow o f the company behind would not have it that w ay. The
herd had to go, to the great loss o f Montana stock interests. But A .B . refused to
bend the knee to M arlow  and the copper barons. He kept his self-respect, his
manhood and his standing as a Montanan of the old type, to whom bankers in the
old days did not venture to give orders as to their support o f candidates for o ffic e .
We fancy that nobody in Montana w ill venture to dispute a single
statement in the letter of M r .  Cook to the people. He has been known in this
21
state for 40 years as the very soul of uprightness and honor.
Peonage in Butte
The Montana Free Press heartily  supports M r .  Rankin's demand for the 
abolishment o f that un-American re lic  o f Russia under the czars known as the 
rustling card. If ever there was an excuse for its existence in Butte that day 
long since had passed. As it stands now, it is a powerful weapon in the hands of 
the big company for brow beating miners and leaving them without opportunity for 
work if  they dare to assert views displeasing to Hobbins. To run a man out o f the 
mines it is only necessary to call in his rustling card. There is no chance after 
that for his employment in this one-man town, bossed from office floors in N ew  
York and Butte.
The rustling card is, we b e lieve , unique to Butte where it was evolved  
by some inventive mind intent upon crushing a ll resistance to the authority of the
21 Ib id .
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Anaconda company., Surely it is a cunning idea for that purpose.
A man looking for work in the mines appears at the Montana Labor 
bureau conducted by the Anaconda Copper M ining company. There he is put 
through an examination comparable to the fourth degree or to which a non-resident 
submits upon crossing the Russian boundary. He is asked whether he is a socialist, 
communist, republican or democrat; whether he would go on a strike i f  ordered, 
whether he is for or against labor unions. He must give his entire fam ily history 
from birth if asked, indeed, the examiner is permitted to ask any question that 
occurs to him . If he doesn't like  the looks of the applicant he may reject him on 
the spot. If his appearance and answers are satisfactory the applicant may receive  
a card which entitles him to the privilege of rustling a job in the mines. The 
foreman of a mine may put him to work or not as he chooses.
One of the so-called privileges that every good American is supposed 
to inherit as a birthright is the right to work. That prevails everywhere in the 
United States except in Butte, M ontana. A rustling card may be taken away  
from a miner at any time and without explanation. Without a card the man can -  
not get employment in any mine in the camp Nothing remains for him but to pack 
his blankets and get out.
The Anaconda Company maintains an elaborate espionage system. It 
has spies everywhere and whispering posts in every corner o f M ontana.
Suppose a miner attends a Rankin meeting and is seen to applaud. He 
is spotted and brought on the carpet. If he is overheard to c ritic ize  the company 
in street conversation he may be summarily deprived of his card and is forewith
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out of employment. Some o f  these men have reported that they have been 
threatened with discharge if  caught reading the Montana Free Press. Scores and 
scores of subscribers to the Free Press have requested that the newspaper be sent 
to assumed names in their homes so that company spies may not learn that they 
are taking the Free Press.
Fine life  in free Am erica, isn't it?  About as free as France in the 
days preceding the revolution.
The net results of the rustling card system in Butte are not pleasing to 
contem plate. A great many miners of the self-respecting, independent class 
have departed from Butte because they w ill not stand for the hum iliation o f carry­
ing a rustling card . Their places have been taken by hordes of Mexicans and 
floaters gathered from the scum of the earth . Abolishment o f the rustling card 
should be favored by the merchants of Butte and by the owners o f real estate.
W ith the disappearance of the rustling card the Mexicans would go along with  
the scum and in their places would come decent, self-respecting men who would 
pay their bills and become valuable citizens of Butte . There a re , of course, 
some such in the mines now,, but there would be many more if the rustling card 
were removed.
The rustling card is largely responsible for the steady lowering of real 
estate values in Butte in the past 16 years. Under this system thousands of miners 
who carry these cards are mere drifters who have no intention of buying real 
estate and establishing homes in Butte. ’ W hile the rustl ing card prevai Is the 
d ifficu lty  of obtaining good miners has become so great that the company has
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advertised in newspapers o f the Philippine islands for men. W ith the camp popu­
lated by Filipinos and Mexicans Butte would soon be as black as a convict colony 
in the southern states.
The rustling card is a distinct badge of peonage. W ellington D . Rankin,
22
if  elected governor, w ill find a way to remove it by law .
A CALL T O  ARMS 
Arise, You Mon and Women of M ontana  
and Strike for Your Independence 
A crisis in the history o f Montana w ill be reached next Tuesday, when 
the people w ill determine a t the polls whether they w ill free their state govern­
ment from the shackles o f control by the Anaconda Copper M ining company or con­
tinue under a form of feudalism that has no counterpart in the United States.
This, believe us, is not a mere figure of speech. It is not an exag- 
eration or campaign persoflage. It is a statement of fact, as the people o f Butte 
well know.
For months the Montana Free Press and the Butte M iner, before it was 
put to death by the Anaconda, submitted abundant proof of the truth of this con­
ten tion . It has told often how the appointment of "Governor" Murphy was d ic ­
tated by company hirelings who dominated the governor in his office until he
22
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surrendered after having decided upon another appointment. It has told how 
Hobbins compelled the governor to throw down Larry D obell, who received the 
strongest endorsement ever presented in this state for an appointment, and substi­
tute a company henchman for a place on the board of equalization . It has told  
o f the success of Hobbins in putting the screws on the governor to abandon the 
appointment of Frank Conley after the governor v irtu a lly  had decided upon it and 
to appoint as worden of the penitentiary Austin M iddleton, the alleged foe of 
union labor in Custer county. It has described the midnight visits o f Hobbins to 
the governor’s mansion in H elena. It has told these and many other things that 
can leave no doubt in the minds o f fair-m inded people that the governor is a mere 
figurehead on our ship of state, with Hobbins on the quarter-deck in command and 
a crew of Anaconda satellites and sycophants on the decks below .
Nor is this a l l . The long arm o f the company reaches everywhere in 
M ontana. It has controlled legislative committees and, in a large degree, the 
courts of justice. It controls assessors and ta x -fix in g  authorities, not alone in 
the state house, but at county seats. It owns or controls a ll the daily newspapers 
in Montana, with three or four exceptions. It owns and controls a chain of impor­
tant banks in Butte, Billings, Anaconda, Missoula, Helena and G reat Falls. If 
you doubt the dastardly methods employed by a financial oligarchy in M ontana, 
read again in this newspaper the story of the financial persecution o f A .B . Cook 
by N ot-a -M 3nute  M arlow , the offense being M r .  Cook's refusal to go along with 
the po litica l program o f the company and MN o t-a -M in u te ."  The result was the  
forced dispersal of the greatest herd of highly bred Hereford cattle  in the world
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artd the loss to M r. Cook of $500 ,000  in profits that he might have gained with an 
extension of two years for his loans.
W e  people in Butte know what life  is like under the rule of the mailed 
fis t. Through a conspiracy with the m ajority of the C lark heirs, the company 
removed, as it thought, the last line o f resistance to its power. It has reduced 
Butte to the level of a one-man town, which, with the introduction of M exican  
labor and a bid for the Filipinos, is fast becoming something like  a West V irg in ia  
coal f ie ld . Unless the people arise and break this control, the Anaconda w ill 
soon have a fence around Montana and make it  a qne-man state.
The a ll-com pelling  and overshadowing issue in this e lection is the 
return of the government from the arrogant Anaconda control to the control of the 
people of M ontana. AIJ other issues are as of naught compared with th a t. For­
get them when you go to the polls Tuesday, and concentrate upon th at.
The hour has struck. The time has arrived and the opportunity is at
hand.
We appeal to the manhood and womanhood o f a ll true, red-blooded  
Montanans to come out in solid formation and aid in this fight for their indepen­
dence .
We appeal to the business men, farmers and stockmen, any one o f whom 
at any time may be forced to the fate of A .B . Cook for no other crime than the 
expression o f views and determination to stand by them.
We appeal to the great army of miners who take their lives in their 
hands every day in delving under the earth to enrich our overlords and the eastern
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s.loekli€^4MS-/ '-wlie''-k-noW"’Bu>t-te-only as a place where their money comes from.
"We appeal to the merchants o f Butte to break this system for their own 
prosperity and w elfare , and we challenge them to show a one-man town in 
America where prosperity ever prevailed .
The future o f Montana and its good name are at stake. Let us arise 
like  one to protect them.
Let every voting c itizen  remember that the ballot is his or her own.
It cannot be reached by the big company save by theft a t the polls. Do not sub­
mit to threats, intim idation, cajolery or bribery in any form. Vote for your home, 
the protection o f your fam ily and the future of your children.
Vote to retire a w eak, incompetent, subservient, time-serving gover­
nor, and replace him with the courageous, b rillia n t and trustworthy young man 
who is leading this fight for a better, happier and safer M ontana, W ellington D . 
Rankin.
And remember if this fight is won with your help on Tuesday it is won 
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for a ll tim e.
Erickson Is Beaten 
Erickson was defeated for governor at the July primary e lec tion , when 
he won the nomination over Judge Ayers by fewer than 700 votes, and stolen.
We are a t utter loss to discover how Erickson has strengthened himself 
with the public since Ju ly . Indeed, the more that is known of his record the
23  Ibid N o v .  4 ,  1928.
worse his cose a ppears.
Erickson was defeated by Ayers in every precinct in Silver Bow county „ 
*What basis is there to the claim  that he is stronger in Silver Bow in November than 
in Ju ly?  There is one, of course, and only o n e . That is that the Anaconda com­
pany is massing men and money for him such as was never known before in this 
county .
According to the Post of last evening the company has within a fort­
night resumed work on three mines, putting 2 ,0 0 0  more names on the pay ro lls.
Any tyro can see that this renewal of work coming within a fortnight o f election  
day is for the purpose of influencing the result of the election., Another s ign ifi­
cant fact is that more than 1 ,500  fraudulent names have been discovered on the 
registration lists. “Who put them there?
There is one way to defeat this vast scheme o f coercion and corruption. 
That is for the people to rise in mass on Tuesday for the election of W ellington D .
Rankin. They arose in Ju ly . If they w ill arise in like  proportion on Tuesday
24
the control o f the Anaconda over our state government w ill be broken forever.
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N o O ut for Erickson
“When the copper press learned that its governor, M r. Erickson, was 
without plausible defense in the oil lease renewal scandal, it immediately resorted 
to its only a lte rn a tive , that o f laying the blame at the door of W ellington D . 
R ankin .
Had Erickson's method of renewal o f state land leases been in the 
interest of the state and the school fund, the copper platers would not, at this 
tim e, associate the name of Rankin with the oil lease renewal procedure.
Had the oil lease renewal procedure, as adopted by the Erickson 
group, been otherwise than tainted with fraud there would be no need for shift­
ing the blam e.
The form o f lease in question was-adopted in 1921. Rankin, as 
attorney general and state legal adviser, voting N O ,  as verified by the minutes 
of the board of land commissioners of October 6 , 1921. This statement of 
Rankin's attitude was published some time ago and apparently was read by every­
body excepting the writers for the copper press.
The leases in question were made in July, 1922, and expired in July, 
1927, or four months after the adjournment o f the 1927 legislative assembly.
More than a year in advance o f the expiration of their leases, the lessees knew, 
as both attorneys-gen era I ,  Rankin and Foot advised, that renewals were leg ally  
impossible unless based upon revaluation and the market value of the leases on the 
dates of renew al.
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A specifically  related provision of our state constitution must be over­
ridden. A new statute must be enacted. According ly, the legislative and execu­
tive branches functioned. Four months in advance of the expiration of the leases 
in question, the 1927 legislature enacted the unconstitutional chapter 108, and 
the self-interested governor, J .E . Erickson, a ffixed  his signature of approval 
thereto .
Another pertinent question is, did the "unfriendly11 legislature of 1927
know of Governor Erickson's private interests in o il leases, the renewals o f which
25
its members made such generous provision for?
A Last Word
Remember, fe llow  c itizens, when you go into the voting booths 
tomorrow, that your votes are your own. N o power on earth can take that right 
from you. Therefore, do not be coerced by corporate intim idation or be seduced 
from your duty as citizens by promises, fla ttery  or corruption. Do not be 
frightened by a bogie man.
The Montana Standard's clever cartoonist reproduced this morning the 
fam iliar th reat. He pictured a miner, labeled A , .C .M . , pushing a wheelbarrow  
with a load marked "Pay rol I $ 3 3 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  and taxes $ 1 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0  a n n u a l l y T h e  
miner labeled A .C .M .  says; " If I dropped this, I wonder what would happen to 
you o"
There you have i t .  Don't be frightened or blackm ailed into voting
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for the company's tool, Erickson, by the effort to terrorize you into thinking that 
this pay roll and tax roll w ill be lost if you refuse to y ie ld  to the company's 
wishes, and vote according to your convictions.
The mines w ill go on as usual, whether Erickson or Rankin is e lected . 
With copper at 16 cents, the mining industry in Butte w ill not be closed down. 
Indeed, the company in reopening three mines within a fortnight claims that this 
has been done because of the very bright future for the copper mining industry.
There is a trite  and bromidic phrase, “ Let your conscience be your 
g u ide ." If ever that phrase had a meaning, it is in the election to be held 
tomorrow.
If there is one thing your conscience tells you, it is that you should 
vote down the further domination of M ontana by the copper overlords o f N ew  
York.
Y ou , fellow  men and women of Montana and Butte, can put an end
to this forever by electing W ellington D . Rankin governor. It is w ithin your
26
power. W ill you do it?
The State Election 
W hile the returns of the state election are far from complete it is cer­
tain that Governor Erickson has been re -e lec ted  by a substantial m ajority and it 
appears probable that Senator Dixon has gone down to defeat. The fate o f other
lbido^ N o v . 5 , 1928.
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candidates on both state tickets is in doubt.
It is too early to make a fu ll analysis o f the result as affecting the 
state but one feature is clear and outstanding. The defeat of Rankin was accom­
plished only by the massed efforts o f the Anaconda company, sacrificing every­
thing to that end, trading other candidates along the line for votes for Erickson, 
exerting its great power to the last ounce, turning the screws in a ll counties 
where it operates committees o f  Republicans as well as Democrats throughout the 
state.
As a matter worthy of research we point to the surprisingly small 
majority o f Smith in S ilver Bow County which he was confidently expected to 
carry by from 6 ,0 0 0  to 7 ,0 0 0  votes. What became of the Smith vote here and 
who turned it to Hoover?
In the face of the heaviest conceivable odds W ellington D . Rankin 
made a bold, coura geous campaign on the issue of making an end to corporation 
control o f the state government of M ontana.
That issue is o f greater import on this day after election than before. 
This was merely a skirmish in a war that w ill be fought to the very end no matter 
how long it  takes. As Lincoln once saids "N othing is ever settled until it is 
settled r ig h t."
The Montana Free Press, undismayed and undaunted by the result of 
this first engagement, w ill continue this fight with a ll its resources and to the last 
battle lin e , confident that the day w ill come when the stigma borne by Montana 
as a corporation ruled state w ill be remoyed.
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N o newspaper in this land ever won so large a following or finer 
support w ithin the first six weeks of its existence than the Montana Free Press. 
There was some s illy  pre-election propaganda that it would discontinued after 
e le c tio n .
The Free Press was planted in Butte as an independent newspaper and 
it w ill continue and thrive as such. The response to it from the public surpassed 
all expectations. It is here to serve the people and w ill fight their battles 
unfettered by any interest save that o f the interest of a ll who would have a free, 
prosperous and happy M ontana.
27 Ib id ., N o v . 7 , 1928.
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